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This is an accompanying document to the 2026
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If you only have 10 minutes: the “2026Agenda at a
Glance” provides a summary of what the 2026Agenda
is, its findings to date – insights from the spatial
consultation, barriers to growth, lessons from the
past, needs – and the preceding steps that led to the
resulting Action Plan.

As its name suggests, the “Action Plan:
Discussed” is a complementary resource that
provides detailed information and reading
material to understand the 2026Agenda
Action Plan. It explains the process that has
led to the Action Plan creation and includes:
1) the detailed feedback from the national
consultation used to identify the barriers
to growth, the needs and the development
of the vision;
2) the learning from sectors outside of spatial;
3) further detail on the objectives, motivation
and status of the 6 pillars for transformation
and related 34 initiatives and;
4) an explanation of the consultation’s
methodology, technical details and
acronyms.

Do you want to be part of the future of
spatial? Join the transformation today,
get involved here.

Detailed information on the Action Plan is included in the
“Action Plan: in Depth”. This includes the motivations and
objectives of the six pillars for transformation and detailed
information about the initiatives.
The “Insights: Outside Sector Consultation” is useful
to understand what is happening in other sectors of
the economy, how spatial can contribute to these and
how we are perceived as an industry. This emerges
from dedicated interviews with leaders in areas such as
transport, mining, agriculture and health amongst others.
If you are interested in learning about the
2026Agenda consultation process in depth, this
information is contained in “Appendix A: The
Consultation”. This section provides information
on the methodology and approach used during
the national consultation, the process for feedback
collection and analysis, how the Action Plan has been
developed – including the prioritisation of initiatives,
the discussion of vision and needs – including the
collated suggestions from the Leadership Forums,
as well as detailing the linkages of this initiative with
other national strategies.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Action Plan
Summary of key
initiatives and
roadmap.

2026Agenda:
Insights Report

2026Agenda:
Ideas Paper

Summarises
interviews with
leaders of the
spatial sector, and
identifies barriers
to growth and areas
for transformation.

National consultation
discussion paper.
Includes draft vision
and needs statements
that served as input
for the generation
of specific ideas and
initiatives.
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About the 2026 Agenda
The 2026 Spatial Industry Transformation and Growth Agenda (2026Agenda) is a whole-of-sector initiative
encompassing businesses, government, academia and spatial-user organisations, that emerges as a
transformational opportunity for the spatial sector to jointly design its best future.
The 2026Agenda started in July 2016, and has since engaged more than 400 individuals directly - including
individual interviews with spatial leaders, co-designed Leadership Forums in all Australian capital cities, and
an outside sector consultation involving key representatives of priority sectors such as agriculture, health,
transport or energy, amongst others.
The 2026Agenda is a rolling agenda that will evolve and change with time, in order to accommodate the
evolving priorities and challenges of the spatial sector. It aligns directly with the National Innovation and
Science Agenda (NISA) as well as having linkages to: the Australian Earth Observation Community Plan (2016)
issued by the Australian Earth Observation Community Coordination Group (AEOCCG), the “Future Growth
of the Spatial Industries” Position Paper (October 2016) issued by the Spatial Industries Business Association
(SIBA) and the ANZLIC Strategic Plan 2016-2019. All 2026Agenda activities to date have been coordinated
by a working group including representatives of SIBA, ANZLIC, AEOCCG, CRCSI, CSIRO (Data 61), Landgate,
Geoscience Australia, Queensland Government and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
The publishing of the 2026Agenda Action Plan and Resources document represents the end of the planning phase
and importantly signifies the start of the implementation of the Agenda initiatives to transform the sector.

THIS IS NOT THE FINAL ROADMAP
The 2026Agenda is an agile agenda, providing the flexibility required to include new ideas as well as to test
and discard others in a rapid manner. This roadmap and Action Plan are the first iteration of the process, and
will be refined and improved continually. If you want to be involved in its implementation and improvement by
being part of the initiatives, please contact us at info@2026agenda.com.

AND IT IS NOT ABOUT CHASING NEW TECHNOLOGY
Although new technological advances – such as drones, the Internet of Things or precision positioning – will
have a profound impact on the way we work, creating a plan that centres on this technology would be reactive
and short-term focussed: technology will always keep evolving.
If we want to be disruptors not merely adopters, we need to start at the core: organising our current workforce
to be resilient and adaptive to change, and enhancing the conditions to develop creative and innovative future
spatial professionals and leaders. Creating this future is what this roadmap will achieve, but only with your help!
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1. 2026Agenda at a Glance
The Spatial Sector: Overview
The spatial sector adds significant economic value
and employment growth to the Australian economy,
and has been highlighted as one of the key industry
growth sectors in which Australia has a global
competitive advantage. Traditionally, the sector has
focussed on positioning and measuring and mapping
the Earth’s surface; including areas such as cadastral
surveying, geodesy, engineering and mine surveying,
remote sensing, GIS, and cartography. In recent
times however, the use and generation of location
data have expanded exponentially to other areas of
the economy, moving from a specialist discipline to a
general underpinning technology.
Over the next five years we will see hundreds of
new and higher resolution imaging satellites and a
near-doubling of the global and regional navigation
satellite systems. The move towards being able
to effectively store and analyse ‘Big Data’, which
in more than 80% of cases contains location
information, will allow a new level of insight across
entire businesses’ value chains. These new and
more efficient technologies will be improved by
developments in the telecommunications domain –
such as the National Broadband Network

(NBN), including terrestrial and satellite based
communication systems, mobile technologies
and applications (apps), autonomous aircraft and
vehicles, and a proliferation of sensor systems
contributing to the Internet of Things (IoT).
Spatial information is all information with a
location, and the rapid advances in technology are
quickly redefining the sector and its players. In this
evolving landscape, the spatial sector is at risk of
missing key growth opportunities –with current
global estimated growth at 30% per annum for geo
services [2] and at 54% Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) for location-based services [16]. In fact,
a recent survey of Australian spatial leaders found
that 95% of them believe the sector is either not
achieving its growth potential, or that the growth is
being captured by other industry sectors. To sustain
a leadership position and to increase the sector’s
growth both domestically and globally, those willing
to explore location-related opportunities will have
to continue to be innovative, to be prepared to
implement reform, and to do so collaboratively in
nearly every part of the economy and across most of
the community.

SPATIAL DATA: LOCATION AND CONTEXT
Different terms are often used to refer to spatial data, such as (geo)spatial data, spatial information,
geographic information and location information.
The term spatial defines us well as a sector. Our challenge is to improve the understanding of the rest of the
world about what spatial is. Spatial is our language, but not that of our customers and users. This challenge has
been confirmed by the consultation and is discussed later in the document.
For this reason, the term location is used in this paper along with spatial, and aims to be the first step towards
a future, clearer, outward-looking message.
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Barriers
The first step undertaken by the 2026Agenda was
an in-sector consultation involving 40 industry
leaders and thinkers within the Australian spatial
sector. The consultation found that 95% of the
surveyed leaders believe spatial services are either
not achieving growth potential, or that the growth
is being captured by other industry sectors. The
participants identified barriers to growth related to
the way in which the sector communicates its value
(messaging), being inward looking, and in some
areas, having been slow in adapting to technological
change. Those interviewed believed changes need to
be made to become a truly innovative sector, increase
the level of external engagement and collaboration

both within the spatial sector and with the broader
economy, and have a clear and focussed end-user
message and branding that demonstrates the value
that the spatial industry can deliver to different
sectors of the economy.
The in-sector consultation identified the lack of a
clear message and language used in the spatial sector
as key impediments for growth. Most consultation
participants stated that “spatial information is all
information with a location”.
The full consultation report can be accessed at:
https://2026agenda.com/resources/

INSIGHTS ON LOCATION AND INNOVATION
How easy is it to go from a great idea to delivering value to the economy and society? The 2026Agenda
team took the opportunity to test these questions, live, with the delegates of the 2016 CRC for Spatial
Information Annual Conference. The sample results are well aligned with what the statistics predict:
Most of the population have great ideas (90% of the delegates)
■ This percentage drops when moving to transform that idea into a reality (45% failing to do so).
■

When asked “Did your idea deliver value to the economy or society?”, 66% percent of the audience
replied “Yes”. This provides us with these two interesting hypotheses to test and work through the
2026Agenda initiative:
■

If we manage to execute on our location idea, there is a high probability that it will deliver value.

■ Value is being captured by others outside our sector (i.e. we have the ideas, but are not

benefiting from them).

Have you ever had a
great idea?

Have you ever transformed
that idea into a reality?

Did your idea deliver value to
the economy or society?

• Yes • No

• Yes • No

• Yes • No
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Lessons from the Past

Areas for Transformation

In 2001, the “Positioning for Growth Spatial
Information Industry Action Agenda” [1] set the
foundations for the spatial sector in Australia as we
know it. Amongst other achievements, it led to:

The draft Statement of Needs
released in September 2016
corresponds to identified
areas where action is required
to achieve transformational
changes.

An industry business association
A Cooperative Research Centre
■ A peak body institute for the profession
■ Impetus for the open data agenda
■
■

In 15 years, the sector has evolved and is more diverse,
which has impacted the figures on forecasted growth:
■ 11% p.a. for the GNSS market at present
(globally)
■ Increase from 20% p.a. to 30% p.a. in
geo services (globally, forecasts for 2001 and 		
2016 respectively)
■ Decrease from 11% p.a. to 1% p.a. in
surveying services (Australia, forecasts for 		
2001 and 2016 respectively) [1][2] [3] [4] .

These draft needs emerged from the
analysis of all Areas for Transformation
identified in the 2026Agenda: Insights
report, and are defined in a holistic way,
meaning that a needs statement responds
to and has an impact on one or more of the
Areas for Transformation.
These areas for transformation can be found
in Figure 1 below. While these areas are
not explicitly referred to in the rest of this
document, they form a strong reference set
of priorities for all of the initiatives identified
later in the Agenda.

The 2001 Positioning for Growth Agenda identified a
comprehensive set of initiatives for growth, some of
which were unrealised and still provide a useful guide
today. The 2026Agenda will leverage its successes
and extract lessons-learned for the future.

AREAS FOR TRANSFORMATION
Engagement and
communications externally
(out of sector)

Entrepreneurship

Improvement of cross-silo
communications

End user focus

Creation of an innovative culture

Skills and education model
evolution

Roles, Goal and Governance of
Spatial Organisations
Facilitate relationships
Collaboration
Prioritisation and provision of
underpinning infrastructure

Advocate for local spatial
capabilities on a global stage
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Statement of Needs
The 2026Agenda team used the perspectives and observations collected from the 2026Agenda: Insights
report to propose a draft Statement of Needs which aligns to the transformation areas identified above. From
these, many initiatives, actions, and a roadmap were developed. These draft needs are presented1 and provide
context from where the 2026Agenda initiatives have evolved.

1.

Develop a roadmap with priorities for the

based solutions in priority sectors: agriculture,

infrastructure that underpins essential supply

transport, ICT, mining and health
9.

Reform government procurement processes
to leverage local talent, facilitate creativity and
Refine mechanisms to improve national

10.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Create alternative platforms for international
collaboration across sectors

11.

collaboration between government, the private
sector and academia

Actively participate in the creation and
promotion of global standards

build capacity in the private sector
3.

Accelerate awareness and adoption of location-

coordinated development of national spatial
chains
2.

8.

Foster foundational and end-user focussed
R&D to drive economic growth

12.

Refine the roles, goals, governance and

Develop substantially deeper location

coordination of spatial organisations including

intelligence skills in education, particularly in

government, industry, academia and the

ICT related disciplines

professions

Develop programs to foster private sector

13.

Increase the pool of highly skilled domestic

skills in entrepreneurship and resilient and

personnel through greater emphasis on the

adaptive business models and processes

education pipeline

Place greater emphasis on improving the

14.

Fill the information gap regarding the size,

access to, discovery and utilisation of open

composition and impact of the spatial services

spatial data

sector.

Create a coordinated innovation network to
expand opportunities to create, access or adopt
innovation and to facilitate commercialisation

1

Needs are all at the same level and there is no particular priority order associated to them
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The 2026Agenda Framework

VISION

The 2026 Spatial Industry Transformation and Growth
Agenda (2026Agenda) is a whole-of-sector initiative
of business, government, research, academia and
spatial-user organisations. It sets out the roadmap
to drive accelerated growth that will transform the
Australian spatial sector and location-dependent
industries over the next 10 years. It will influence the
economy Australia-wide and our broader society.

Australia will excel in the
development of locationrelated technologies,
services and skills that
deliver value to businesses
and communities.

KEY PILLARS OF THE TRANSFORMATION
These pillars provide the framework for the 34 key initiatives that are the engine of the transformation:

A

Public infrastructure
and Analytics

Accelerate provision of coordinated, open access,
nation-wide, public spatial information and analytic
tools that are easy-to-use, and facilitate data mining
and interpretation for the benefit of all users

C

Outreach

Raise the profile of the spatial sector, cleary
communicating the value and contribution that
location intelligence brings to the economy and
society

E

Education, Training and
Capacity Building

B

Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Foster spatial innovation and entrepreneurial skills,
capitalising on technological advances, developing
creative business models to open up new markets
and opportunities

D

Research and Development

Create a nation-wide, coordinated, collaborative and
focused spatial R&D agenda that meets changing
national needs and continues to grow linkages
between research, innovation and commercialisation

F

Representation

Introduce location-related training at all education
Unify and consolidate representative spatial bodies to
levels, nation-wide, including regional communities,
speak with one voice, and provide effective leadership
to develop a well-prepared and diverse workforce that and advocacy for spatial
benefits from fundamental spatial skills
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TRANSFORMATION AND GROWTH INITIATIVES
The Australian spatial sector has determined that this suite of high priority initiatives will make an essential
contribution to the transformation and growth of the Australian economy and accelerate the realisation of
benefits to the wider community over the next decade.

A. Public Infrastructure and Analytics
A1.

Develop and publish a nationwide framework and roadmap setting out all major public spatial
infrastructure developments and supporting analytical capabilities for the next five years, including:
■ Australian Geoscience Data Cube/
■ National Positioning Infrastructure (NPI)
Digital Earth Australia (DEA)
■ Foundational Spatial Data Framework (FSDF) and
Location Intelligence Knowledge Platform (LINK) ■ Land Registries Reform
■ Nationwide Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) ■ Visualisation Engines and Globes

A2.

Prioritise the collection of, and access to, public datasets of national importance to focus investment
and publish the plans for their maintenance, upgrading and availability

A3.

Complete the implementation of the development of the dynamic datum including the move to 3D

A4.

Publish the plan for future improvements to the National Elevation Data Framework

A5.

Develop a National Spatial Analytics Capability (NSAC) to provide government, business and consumers
with a simpler, coordinated and collaborative means to access, process and add value to open data

B. Innovation and Entrepreneurship
B1.

Open location technologies and services to new sectors through the analysis of their problems, 		
challenges and value chains.
■ The high priority growth sectors are: transport, agriculture, health, defence and security, energy,
mining and the built environment. The natural environment should also be given special consideration

B2.

Create nationwide location innovation ecosystems that allow entrepreneurs, start-ups and
researchers to access real-world data for fast prototyping and development of business expertise to
facilitate the transition from idea to commercialisation

B3.

Establish and grow relationships between the spatial sector and the investment community,
including the venture capital industry and growth funds

B4.

Publish information about existing programs and organisations that can support the export of
products and services from Australian-based spatial businesses

B5.

Undertake pilot exercises with jurisdictions and/or organisations that are already offering innovative
procurement programs so that the benefits of new procurement approaches can be showcased using
spatial and location examples

B6.

Create a program to develop and deploy low-cost dedicated Australian earth observation sensors
and satellites to supply nation-critical data

B7.

Implement a pilot international exchange program for professionals from Australia and overseas who
can accelerate Australian-based spatial innovation

B8.

Promote the adoption digital location information in legislation to progressively
replace the use of analogue map-based information in current legislation

B9.

When the time is right, develop a bid to create a Space and Spatial Growth Centre

C. Outreach
C1.

Grow relationships with peak industry bodies from the priority growth sectors and with key
international organisations

C2.

Arrange for the spatial peak bodies and their members to specifically target conferences and forums
in the priority growth sectors (B1) and to ensure a spatial presence
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C3.

Develop and run an awareness campaign promoting the benefits to the economy and society
provided by location-related technologies, ensuring the message and language are accessible to the
Australian public

C4.

Regularly publish information about the size, composition, impact and value of the spatial sector in Australia

C5.

Create a Location Young Professionals Engagement Program targeting spatial and STEM graduates

C6.

Re-purpose the Locate Conference to: 1) include streams specifically focussed on the priority growth
sectors (B1) to promote cross-sectoral participation; 2) report on progress with the implementation
of this Action Plan; and 3) seek advice on improvements and updates to the Action Plan

D. Research and Development
D1.

Develop a nationwide, nation-building research agenda that sets out the major spatial challenges in
the short, medium and long term

D2.

Identify, implement and showcase at least one transformative R&D initiative for each priority growth
sector (B1)

D3.

Publish a plan setting out the incentives that will ensure the supply of industry-ready spatial PhDs for
the next decade

D4.

Publish information on available mechanisms and benefits that can reward businesses that invest in
spatial R&D

E. Education, Training and Capacity Building
E1.

Develop a strategic framework to coordinate the management of education, training and capacity
building (K1-12, TAFE and universities), comprising:
■ A nationwide plan to maintain high priority spatial disciplines at the tertiary education level
including geodesy, surveying, photogrammetry, spatial analysis and new future-fit competences
including business subjects
■ A plan to include fundamental spatial knowledge in cross disciplines where location-related
technologies and skills are gaining importance (e.g. data science, ICT, statistics)
■ Scaling up the nationwide spatial curriculum in primary and secondary schools

E2.

Implement a program of training offering upskilling opportunities in spatial disciplines to existing
employees in the workforce, including both technical and management streams

E3.

Develop and facilitate a spatial professionals exchange program across government, business and academia

E4.

Establish and grow relationships with Regional Development Australia and the Regional Australia
Institute, amongst others, to grow location-related regional capacity

E5.

Design and implement a nationwide action plan to mitigate the forecasted shortage of surveyors and
geospatial specialists in Australia over the next 10 years

E6.

Identify and facilitate the implementation of initiatives that will improve diversity in the spatial
sector workforce

F. Representation
F1.

The two peak bodies (SSSI and SIBA) to form one spatial organisation

F2.

Align strategies and roadmaps of representative organisations in the spatial sector

F3.

Prepare and publish a single explanatory statement of the roles of the key peak bodies across the
spatial sector and how they complement each other

F4.

Consolidation of a group to drive the 2026Agenda, with the key responsibility to promote and
develop innovative leadership across all areas of the spatial sector
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VALUES
Collaborative: working together to 		

■ Adaptive: foreseeing change and being 		

leverage our complementary skills, 			

agile in response, forward looking and ready

establishing partnerships to maximise impact

to embark on new challenges to help foster 		

■ Innovative: individually and collectively, to

growth

be an exemplar in innovation for the nation

■ Rigorous: being evidence based with a 		

■ User-focussed: communicating in the 		

sense of quality in all that we do

■

language of current and future users, seeing
our users’ needs through their eyes

2026AGENDA: LEADING BY EXAMPLE
Those involved in the 2026Agenda consultation
process have unanimously indicated the will for
clear leadership and a need to ‘stop talking only to
ourselves’ in the spatial sector. In order to lead by
example, a leadership model to coordinate and drive
the 2026Agenda will be put in place that has a clear
mandate for:
■ The provision and fostering of leadership 		

throughout the spatial sector
■ Driving and coordinating the			
implementation of the 2026Agenda Action 		
Plan and providing accountability
■ Ensuring the Action Plan retains its rolling 		
character and that the process is sustainable
■ Ensuring coordination with Innovation and 		
Science Australia, the Government’s 		
advisory body on science research 			
and innovation

A 2026 Spatial Agenda Leadership group will be
created that incorporates individuals with diversity
of profiles (e.g. gender, age, geographies around
Australia, private sector including entrepreneurship
and start-up experience, government at both
Commonwealth and State and Territories level,
research and innovation and education sectors).
To ensure an outward-looking focus, the group
will incorporate key leaders of priority sectors as
determined at the time (e.g. transport, agriculture,
health, defence and security, and the built
environment amongst others).

ACTION PLAN AND ROADMAP
This first iteration of the 2026Agenda has identified a number of priority initiatives that are transformational
in nature, and will help to advance and create a future-ready spatial sector. The Action Plan in Depth presents
and expands on those initiatives, identifying potential organisations for implementation. Details are provided
for initiatives that can be implemented in the short term, whereas “Transformational Future Initiatives” relate
to mid to long-term ideas in the pipeline. Implementation details are out of the scope of this document and
will be determined by the organisations coordinating each initiative.
Initiatives presented here stem from the whole-of-sector collective discussions, ideas and proposals presented
through the 2026Agenda Leadership Forums, the online consultation, or through the live 2026Agenda IdeasSite.
The 2026Agenda is a rolling process, which will incorporate additional transformative initiatives as they emerge
and are ready for implementation. All original ideas are live at: https://2026agenda.useresponse.com/
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The 2026Agenda Working Group
All 2026Agenda activities to date have been coordinated by a working group (i.e. 2026 Agenda Working
group), whose composition has varied over time, and includes:

Glenn Cockerton		
Immediate past Chairman, Spatial Industries Business Association
				(SIBA | GITA) (2026 Agenda Co-chair)
■

■

Peter Woodgate		

CEO, CRC for Spatial Information (2026 Agenda Co-chair)

■

Mike Bradford			ANZLIC Chair

■

Jodi Cant			CEO, Landgate

■

Phil Delaney			

Program Manager, CRC for Spatial Information (2026 Agenda Team)

■

Steve Jacoby			

Executive Director Land and Spatial Information, Queensland Government

■

Peter Leihn			

Director, Business Development and Commercialisation, Data61 (CSIRO)

■

Leah Moss			

Leader | Environment and Spatial, Data61 (CSIRO)

■

Stuart Minchin			

Chief of Division Environmental Geoscience, Geoscience Australia

■ Duncan McIntyre		
Assistant Secretary, Public Data, the Department of the Prime Minister and
				Cabinet

Helen Owens			Immediate Past Assistant Secretary, Public Data, the Department of the
				Prime Minister and Cabinet
■

■ Stuart Phinn			Convenor, Australian Earth Observation Community Coordination Group
				
and Director, Remote Sensing Research Centre, University of Queensland
■

Eva Rodriguez 			

Project Manager, CRC for Spatial Information and SIBA (2026Agenda Team)
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2. Insights: Outside Sector Consultation
Overview
The outside sector consultation, which has, so far,
involved over 40 leaders from non-spatial disciplines,
has provided a much-needed opportunity to engage
with key stakeholders outside the traditional spatial
areas, to gain insights on how spatial is currently
perceived and used outside our sector, and to gain a
general understanding of the problems, challenges,
and opportunities these other areas of the economy
are currently facing.

Spatial Understanding
In answer to the questions “Is the word “spatial”
known to you or in your sector?”, approximately
66% of responses said yes, though often with the
clarification “do you mean geospatial or location”?
The remaining participants were either not sure or
had never heard the word before.
A follow-on question to this asked interviewees to
explain in their own words what they thought spatial

means and what the industry does. An overview of the
words they used can be found in Figure 2, where larger
words represent more frequent word occurrence.
It should be noted that while the words “spatial”,
“where” and “location” were used the same number
of times, “spatial” was used in phrases such as
“People do not know the word “spatial” – location
based information is better wording”, “spatial is too
technical, too abstract”, and “language of spatial is a
problem, location based may help, or mapping”.
The authors realise that it is not the place of this
report to make a recommendation on wording, and
that both words will continue to be used by different
people. However, this does show that there is a
tendency for people outside of our sector to use
words which have a common understanding, such as
location. This may prove useful when engaging with
new stakeholders and to build the understanding of
the sector more broadly from that base.

Figure 2: Word cloud created from outside sector conversations on the spatial industry
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Key Industry Summaries and Insights
The tables below provide a summary of information and insights gathered through the engagement with
stakeholders from external sectors. Insights have been clustered by sector or industry. These summaries
present a high-level view of the potential in each area, and illustrate the barriers and opportunities that could
be greatly expanded through a deep end-user engagement exercise (i.e. Initiative B1 in the Action Plan).

TRANSPORT
Companies
Ford, GoGet, Intelligent Transport Systems Australia

What drives Growth?
The transport sector has a broad focus on mobility
now, not just individual transport options. Mobility
is the language used by all interviewed parties to
describe their sector as a way of moving from siloed
transportation options to integrated systems.
While employment in manufacturing is reducing in
Australia, car companies are expanding both their
design and strategy workforces in Australia.
Autonomous vehicles are obviously a large focus
for the industry, but the challenge is to manage
the current hype cycle and deliver concrete, safe
outcomes.
Sharing of transportation assets rather than
individual ownership is becoming generally more
accepted in our society. As an example, 15% of the
City of Sydney are GoGet members.

Barriers to Growth
■ Inconsistent systems and data integration. For 		

example, why do road toll devices work Australia-		
wide, but public transportation cards do not? In 		
addition, data and data standards vary significantly
across companies and geographic regions.

■ Lack of industry and political leadership regarding 		

policy and standards.
■ A skills shortage in many key aspects of knowledge-

based transport roles.

Industry Strategies: ITS Strategic Plan
2013-2018
ITS Strategic Plan 2013-2018

Spatial Opportunities
Precise location will be a key factor in all mobility
decisions and Australia’s world-leading positioning
capability should be further utilised throughout the
industry.
Australia has a wealth of experience in negotiating
and implementing global standards as well as
understanding data integration challenges. These
experiences could help improve or fast track some
discussions occurring in this industry.
Investing in training analysts from the spatial
industry to specialise in transport related
applications and problems could help to mitigate
the current shortage of transportation analyst skills
identified by many players.
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TECHNOLOGY, START-UPS, ICT
Companies

Barriers to Growth

Google, SPUR, Australian Information Industry
Association (AIIA), Samsung, Australia Post Accelerator

■ Skills shortage in the industry – the information 		

What drives Growth?
Structural reform of the Australian economy is
driving change, from an industrial to a knowledgebased economy. What is driving that reform are
growth and change in technology.
Many of the benefits derived in Australia from
technology so far have been due to the infrastructure
and education levels. A key growth area now is
understanding how best to apply the benefits and
solutions experienced in the developed world into the
developing world.
There is significant growth still in the smart phones
market though this growth is volatile and uneven.
National government bodies are seeing a large drive
towards integrated identity management, as well
as understanding how they can leverage national
assets to provide new revenue streams and benefits
to society.

industry generally finds that there are not enough 		
of the right types of candidates in Australia. This 		
issue is also present in Government organisations.
■ The industry needs a stronger, revitalised 			

relationship with the university sector.
■ Low digital literacy across the majority of SME 		

owners and employees is a significant barrier, 		
with 50% of small businesses not having any online
presence.
■ Data connectivity in the developing world.

Industry Strategies:
AIIA policy priorities, focussed on: skills, innovation,
government digitisation, privacy and security, and
the Internet of Things.

Spatial Opportunities
Become the Asia/Pacific leader in upskilling the
regional developing world.
Cross-training analysts from the spatial industry to
specialise in ICT related applications and problems
could help to mitigate the skills shortage identified by
many players.
Examine start-up accelerators and investment
initiatives (such as the Australia Post Accelerator) for
location-related opportunities.

Geovation Hub: UK
The UK based Geovation Hub aims to help start-ups leverage the latest in geospatial technologies
and data through a location-based start-up accelerator. During the first six months of the initiative,
participants develop their ideas to prototype stage with full technical and developer support from
experienced software engineers. Participants benefit from £10,000 funding and commit to spending
twenty hours per week on their project. At this point, the prototype is assessed for its commercial
viability. If this is the case, then the following six months are spent creating a product and launching
it, assisted with a further £10,000 funding.
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SPACE
Companies
Airbus, Saber Astronautics, Delta-V

What drives Growth?
The space sector is moving towards controlled supply
chains for satellite, aircraft and electronics builds, and
focusing on value-added services, not just hardware.
Space services are disruptive and much of the change
in the Australian space sector is from entrepreneurs,
not from Government investment.
It is predicted that the imagery market could be
saturated in the next three years, and the IoT satellite
market could be saturated five years after that. This
means significant growth opportunities now and the
need to differentiate and evolve after that.
The drive for data in many industries is fuelling the
growth in satellite development and communication
requirements, but cost is still a big factor.

Barriers to Growth
■ “You’re from Australia, you don’t do space”. As 		

Australians, we are not seen as a space player on 		
the global stage.
■ The lack of a national space agency or “go-		

to” organisation for space is complicating the 		
development and growth of the sector in Australia.
■ The price of downstream products can limit uptake

and growth potential for new systems.
■ Australia is too import focussed. We currently 		

import all space resources, with a high dependency
on the US (and others).
■ Our space-based entrepreneurs are going abroad 		

for success, Those who stay local are here for 		
passion, not profit.
■ Australia’s government has generally had a risk-		

averse approach to the space domain.

Industry Strategies
There should be closer integration between space
and spatial strategic directions
There is a lack of a leading national strategy for space
supported by government
Space Industry Association of Australia (SIAA)
White Paper: Advancing Australia in Space

Spatial Opportunities
Look at a closer supply chain relationship between
upstream and downstream participants to develop
better products and services.
Pursue a Space and Spatial Growth Centre

Space and Spatial
In 2013 the space and spatial industries collaborated to put forward a Space and Spatial Industry
Innovation Precinct to better integrate the full value chain from upstream technology to downstream
applications. This Precinct would create new jobs, expand exports and grow revenues of up to $12.5
billion per annum by 2023.
The Innovation Precinct scheme did not eventuate. However, the current Industry Growth Centre
initiative provides a similar opportunity for a consolidated industry growth centre.
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DEFENCE AND CYBER SECURITY
Companies
Airbus, Biddington Research, Kiandra IT

What drives Growth?
Traditionally managed by the Department of Defence
as a national capability, but this is changing.
Data61 is leading the way on cyber, and government
has been conflicted over what to do about cyber
security. The new Cyber Security Growth Centre will
produce the national cyber security roadmap and
implement it.
In addition, on 13 February 2017, a bill to amend the
Privacy Act 1988 was approved by the Australian
Parliament. This new amendment will see the
introduction of mandatory notification of eligible
data breaches by entities subject to the Privacy Act.
This represents a significant step in advancing the
overall attitude towards cyber security in Australia, as
well as being a significant growth opportunity for the
sector.
Many small companies are doing good work, but
those are often being absorbed by large corporations.
Growth markets are Asia Pacific, not Europe, which
places Australia in a prime position to be a cyber
security centre of excellence.
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Barriers to Growth
■

In the past, government has not set a clear 		
strategic direction

■ Skills shortage in Australia and difficulty in 		

recruiting overseas experts due to national security
potential threats.
■ There is often a lack of trust between industry 		

participants.
■ Whilst the global economy is vulnerable to cyber 		

attacks, the general population does not realise 		
how vulnerable it is.

Industry Strategies
Cyber Security Strategy
Cyber Security Growth Centre

Spatial Opportunities
Explore the role of location in cyber security,
particularly as individual/citizen location data
becomes readily available.

MINING AND MINING EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICES
Companies
AustMine, Minerals Research Institute of WA

What drives Growth?
Capital investment and commodities prices
have dropped in recent years. Industry wishes to
utilise capacity and infrastructure, but price drops
significantly affect growth.
This has changed from late 2016. US companies are
now looking at commodity prices. Companies are
revitalizing projects and the industry is optimistic.
Overall, focus has shifted to improving productivity.

Barriers to Growth
The traditional industry structure does not allow
for innovative solutions to be implemented. It takes
about 15 years for a new innovation to be adopted in
the mining value chain.
There is a misalignment between what mining
companies are trying to achieve strategically and
their internal procurement process.

Industry Strategies
■ METS Ignited industry Growth Centre, and 2016 		

METS Sector Competitiveness Plan
■ “The Entrepreneurs’ Programme”, an AusIndustry 		

program, including advisors who work with METS 		
SMEs to improve their business.

Spatial Opportunities
The METS (Mining Equipment, Technology and
Services) sector provides an excellent example
of an industry that has transformed its branding,
messaging and effectively communicated their
impact. There are significantly beneficial lessons to be
learned from METS in how to approach the future of
the spatial industry.
In alignment with a focus on procurement reform in
government, spatial can be used as a great example
industry for experimenting with procurement reform
for major companies as well.
Spatial innovation for minerals and mining
commodities traceability are potential areas of growth.

Did you know?
The METS sector has grown five-fold in the last 15 years and is of national significance,
contributing 6% of Australia’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The true size and impact of this
sector was not realised until a significant industry-wide study in 2013. Key industry statistics are:
■ Size in 2012: $90 billion
■ Total number of employees: 386,000
■ Exports in FY 2012: $27b
■ Companies exporting: 55%
■ Total R&D spend in 2012 by companies surveyed: $1.6billion
■ Estimated total number of companies in the sector: 1200
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DATA/DATA SCIENCE

Companies

Barriers to Growth

Open Data Institute Queensland, Australian Ballet,
City of Melbourne, World Bank

■ Data formatting is challenging as there is not 		

What drives Growth?
People are starting to appreciate that there is a
relevance in understanding and better utilising data.
This contributes to spatial sector growth.
Often organisations are not getting value out of
their data. There is room to get information from
customers and get more value from assets and
resources.
Data is used to build resilience in communities and
cities, and is a large input in disaster management,
which is unfortunately a growing sector.

consistency across standards. The data science 		
community is generally pro-standards.
■ Managing expectations of what is and isn’t possible

is challenging, particularly when there is a lack of 		
information or poor data quality.
■ In developing countries, the inhibitor of growth 		

is the capacity of institutions: to have skills, to find
them (unless there are donors), to 			
finance them and promote sustainability.
■ In developed countries, there are some available 		

good fundamental datasets now, while these 		
datasets and open availability are only emerging in
developing countries.

Industry Strategies
ODI Queensland looking at a strategic plan to be
released around 2018.

Spatial Opportunities
Cleaner integration in data science between spatial
and non-spatial data will open many opportunities for
all organisations to better utilise data assets.

Case Study: Australian Ballet
The Australian Ballet recognises that it holds a wealth of information about both its
community and its company, which it uses to understand its audience and monitor the
success of performances. The Australian Ballet created a data scientist role to go both wider
and deeper than the current analysis and look for new ways to extract value from the data.
These insights revolved around pricing models, customer insights and profiling, and trends in
customer responses over time.
Data Scientist Dr Fiona Tweedie says “a current problem with data science is that people
sometimes perceive it as ‘magic’. For a data science project to work well, the experimentation
and testing element is very important - this is what differentiates it from analytics, a nuanced
point organisations need to understand to extract full value from a data science approach.”
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HEALTH
Companies
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare,
Department of Health Western Australia, Murdoch
Childrens Research Institute

What drives Growth?
Overall, the health sector has seen substantial
growth in the last 20 years, with health expenditure
growing more as a percentage of GDP, approaching
30% of state budget in Western Australia, with similar
statistics in other states.
This growth has been paralleled in associated medical
data as well. The health industry needs to work on
how to make that data truly useful.
Relationship and data/analytics integration between
the health sector and other sectors is driving
improvements (e.g. education, housing, and other
services).
For the health and medical research sector, research
funding has been flat for four to five years, which
could be interpreted as a potential correction from
previous funding growth.

Barriers to Growth
■

Risk around access to data, privacy, having 		
capability in staff (skillset), and getting approval 		
from the owners of the data to use it.

■ There is an (understandable) significant risk 		

aversion to sharing data both publicly and between
organisations.
■ A key challenge is how to continually push quality 		

but also make sure the sector can take advantage 		
of multiple disciplines.
■ Organisational structures in most health 			

organisations have been in themes, which keeps 		
things relatively siloed. There is a push to move 		
towards more cross- disciplinary teams.

Industry Strategies
National Digital Health Strategy

Spatial Opportunities
Opportunity for significant spatial modelling to target
intervention and prevention services in challenging
areas such as:
■

■

Chronic diseases, many of which have antecedence
in childhood.
Obesity and its management in community 		
services.

Case Study: Queensland Cancer Atlas
The Cancer Council Queensland was instrumental in a major project to map and analyse both
incidents and survival rates of different cancers across Queensland. This project highlighted
that survival rates differed significantly in more rural parts of Queensland and led directly to
a change in policy to increase patient subsidies, and ultimately to encourage travel for the
treatment of cancer.
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AGRICULTURE

Companies
Meat and Livestock Australia, Ceres Tag, Greenleaf

■ Silo mentality across the industry horizontally and 		

vertically.
■ Low digital literacy in many businesses

What drives Growth?
Growing demand worldwide for Australian food
and agricultural products, particularly for premium
products with associated information.
Significant automation in the field, particularly in
meat processing.

■ Sector lacks large players (e.g. mining and 		

agriculture have a similar share of Australian GDP, 		
but mining is controlled by six major players, 		
whereas agriculture has thousands of smaller ones).

Industry Strategies

Large demand for data analytics, digital strategy,
digital supply chain platforms, information flow and
transparency, and improved efficiency.

Food and Agribusiness Sector
Competitiveness Plan

Large multi-national organisations are investing
heavily in the Australian agricultural sector, with
examples including Accenture, Ernst and Young,
Google and Cisco amongst others.

Spatial Opportunities

Barriers to Growth
■ Australia production costs higher than in other 		

countries: 3x Brazil, 2x USA and 1.5x NZ
■ Low levels of trust between value chain 			

participants,

Meat Industry Strategic Plan 2015-2020

There is a significant shift, particularly in the red
meat industry, from commodity products to branded
products. Quality, reliability and transparent
information are key in this transition.
Broad range of opportunities for spatial innovation in
different fields of agriculture. Examples of initiatives
in this area include the Australia Livestock Spatial
Innovation Program

■ With many retailers, many producers, but only 		

a few processors, the meat processing sector 		
represents a significant and controlling supply chain
choke point.

Australian Livestock Spatial Innovation Program
The Australian Livestock Spatial Innovation Program (ALSIP) is designed to meet the strategic
objectives of the Australian red meat industries and deliver on the National Innovation and Science
Agenda (NISA) by driving industry-led research, technology and innovation through the commercial
red meat value chains. The program will deliver real and significant outcomes to improve the value
of existing red meat products, decrease the costs required to produce these products, and increase
production volume and productivity across the value chains. It will create new spatial technology
companies and service providers, thereby resulting in significant numbers of new jobs in these new
business areas, and the ability of SMEs to create value-added services that support them.
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BUILT ENVIRONMENTS/SMART CITIES
Companies
WBP Property Group, City of Melbourne, City Futures
University of New South Wales (UNSW), Australian
Local Government Association

What drives Growth?
Population growth and aging population.
Definitely a growing industry, large companies now
turning their attention to this area (e.g. Ernst and
Young, SGS or IBM).
Parts of the property industry are not growing – the
pie is now fixed and everyone is fighting for their
share. This is particularly true for many knowledgebased jobs through the property transaction lifecycle.

Barriers to Growth
■ Low acceptance of recommendations generated 		

from urban planning modelling disciplines–one of 		
the few exceptions being transportation modelling.
■ Fragmentation of effort/direction and duplication of

investment.
■ Technology solutions often miss key end users/		

■ Unsure of role of developers as drivers, followers, 		

helpers or barriers.
■ Short-term focus of funding for infrastructure.
■ Very high labour costs, particularly for experts such

as property/land valuation specialists.
■ Valuations are historical- they need to be projecting

forward instead.

Industry Strategies
Australian Government Smart Cities Plan
Future Melbourne Plan
Course in City Analytics at UNSW
(Commencing 2018)

Spatial Opportunities
There is significant global growth in smart city
investment, and while Australia is not leading the
space, it does have an opportunity to become a
global leader and an example to other countries.
Automate knowledge-based decisions, for example
in valuations assessments.

stakeholders and domain experts.

Smart Cities and Suburbs Program
The Australian government launched the Smart Cities and Suburbs program in 2017. The $50 million
program supports local governments, private companies, research organisations and not-for-profit
bodies to work collaboratively and deliver innovative smart city projects. The goal is to improve the
liveability, productivity and sustainability of cities and towns across Australia.
Spatial technology plays a core role in almost all smart cities applications, from understanding
sensor and IoT information to creating and interpreting real-time movement information. This
provides a key opportunity for spatial companies to partner with forward-thinking councils and
companies to further the application and impact of location technology and data.
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EDUCATION
Organisations
University of Technology Sydney, Department of
Education Tasmania, Agricultural Education Network

■ Corporate Australia thinks about university giving 		

them graduates – but they do not think of a 		
university as a multifaceted partner (e.g. R&D, IP), 		
or about jointly using facilities.

What drives Growth?

■ Culturally, universities need to improve to solve 		

Growth driven by requirements for STEM in schools,
which has led to new ideas such as the agriculture
education network.

■ Educating teachers in the potential to use data and

Data science for education (secondary and tertiary) is
growing a lot – technology to visualise and to do realtime analytics. Many conversations with companies
are about turning data into insights.
Industry is lacking experts in that field (Data
Scientists), so it is working on expanding networks
to try and understand where the experience can be
pulled from.
Analytics in education is relatively new - skills and
capacity are both growing.

businesses’ problems.

analytics in education.
■ Availability of skillsets, particularly in regional 		

areas.
■ Lack of clarity on standards in education data.

Industry Strategies
Education Council National STEM Strategy
National Strategy for International Education 2025
Framework for STEM Education in Tasmania

Barriers to Growth
■ Cyclical industry growth (finance, mining) affecting

education focus.
■ Structure of industry not mirroring structure of 		

academia.

Spatial Opportunities
Leveraging existing STEM focus and legislation to
push unique spatial experiences in K-12 education
Industry to engage heavily with education to help
set direction, but also provide the opportunity for
practical teaching leveraging industry experience.

Case Study: Cuberider
The Cuberider Space Program takes students on a real space mission where they learn core science
and mathematics, as well as workforce-critical problem solving skills. The program packages
include NASA approved technology, online learning resources and, of course, orbit time to allow
students to run their experiments on the International Space Station.
This initiative provides a fantastic example of how to think outside the box to engage with students
and create a level of excitement and interest that were absent beforehand. The spatial sector needs
ideas such as this to ensure supply of quality students into the future.
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FINANCE AND INSURANCE
Companies
IAG, Proximiti, NAB

Barriers to Growth
■ Regulated size

What drives Growth?

■ Understanding of products and options by

Growth is static, people driven by choice and
price, which is forcing growth through service
differentiation and creating positive end-user
experiences, rather than product innovation.

■ Significant risk aversion from both clients and 		

A significant move to customer centred products and
services.
FinTech is growing with spatial as part of it. However,
growth is focussed around Asian markets currently as
these present a bigger range of opportunities.
As Australia is a very small market, growth within
Australia is quite competitive for finance and
insurance services and products.

		

customers

organisations
■ Privacy concerns
■ Slow government decisions
■ Time taken to educate markets
■ For FinTech, emerging big players such as Apple

or Google.

Industry Strategies
Disrupting themselves, going to the customer, take
advantage of digital
The Australian Banking Consumer association

Spatial Opportunities
Work directly with finance and insurance experts to
uncover needs and problems to solve, rather than a
technology directed approach.

Case Study: Proximiti
Proximiti is a start-up from Melbourne that saw an underutilised opportunity in the finance sector.
The founder saw location as a missing element in many financial services such as fraud detection,
audience targeting and advertising. From their founding in 2010, Proximiti has spread across
Australia, Asia and India providing services to the retail, sporting and finance sectors. The company
won a global Visa FinTech award in 2016, and boasts clients such as ANZ, Rebel Sport and the AFL.
What makes Proximiti especially notable in the context of the 2026 Agenda is that it has created and
grown these services without engagement with the traditional spatial industry. It found a valuable
market problem, and solved it using expertise in the finance sector, data science and software
engineering. This shows the power of growing the reach of location data if access is easy, problems
are well defined, and there is a link to an engaged end-user market.
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UTILITES
Companies
Ausnet Services, Yarra Valley Water, Transen,
Engineers Australia, NBN Co

■ Understanding the future role of utilities 			

providers once major projects have been 			
delivered, particularly when they have no direct 		
interface with customers.

What drives Growth?

Industry Strategies

Growing awareness throughout the sector in what
can be done with technology.

Energy Network Transformation Roadmap

The transformation in the energy industry is driven
by customers, as they embrace new technologies,
take control of their energy use and support action on
climate change.
Move towards customer choice, customer orientation
across all utilities.
Significant investment in rail and utilities across
Australia leading to many opportunities for all sorts of
engineering companies

Barriers to Growth
■ Understanding that technology is not a magic 		

solution, it needs to be customised and tested for 		
each problem.
■ Lack of integration between utilities, governments

and developers to adequately plan for growth.
■ Regulation barriers, although these are often 		

needed.
■ People’s unwillingness to relocate to where the 		

jobs are (e.g. regional centres).
■ Procurement, for example Engineers Australia is 		

focusing on ensuring governments are informed 		
purchasers.
■ Scalability challenges in infrastructure to keep up 		

with citizens’ expanding IT services demand.
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Engineers Australia has five key strategic directions,
at national level:
■ Employment (future shape of the work force)
■ Energy
■ Water
■ Infrastructure
■ Manufacturing

Spatial Opportunities
Spatial as an underpinning information sharing
platform across the utilities sectors.
Integrated planning between all service providers to
minimise costs and disruption.
Automated monitoring of above and below ground
assets
Location as the key to integrate customer insights
across sectors.
Agricultural applications with Australia as first
connected continent – massive scope for IoT and
positioning in remote areas.

3. Action Plan in Depth
Pillars and Initiatives
A. Public Infrastructure and Analytics
Motivation
Publicly collected spatial information from government agencies is still fragmented nationwide and
generally difficult to access and use by non-spatial specialists. To realise the potential of new locationrelated ideas and businesses, there is a need to accelerate access to spatial information that is open, easyto-use, seamless and linked. This will be achieved through a coordinated nationwide spatial infrastructure
program that enables not only the access to data, but also provides complementary analytic tools that
facilitate spatial data mining and interpretation.
This infrastructure and capability will provide a platform for the private sector to more easily serve clients’
needs, and build new analytical solutions, further moving business up the knowledge chain.

Objectives
■ Create a fit-for-purpose nationwide spatial infrastructure, with supporting analytic tools, that 		

eliminates duplication and is accessible to all sectors of the economy and society
■ Provide the private sector with the necessary clarity, certainty and incentives to invest in complementary

spatial developments and activities that add to the nation-building infrastructure
■ Foster the creation of the best environment to develop new and innovative applications that can be

rapidly tested, implemented and scaled
■ Boost nationwide collaboration amongst government, businesses, academia, researchers, entrepreneurs

and user communities

How do we start?

Transformational Future Initiatives

A1. Develop and publish a nationwide framework
and roadmap setting out all major public
spatial infrastructure developments and 		
supporting analytical capabilities for the next
five years, including:

There will be evolving foundational spatial
requirements to address. Future initiatives in
this area include:
A2. Prioritise the collection of and access to 		
public datasets of national importance to 		

■ National Positioning Infrastructure (NPI)
■ Foundational Spatial Data Framework 		
(FSDF) and Location Intelligence Knowledge
(LINK) platform
■ Nationwide Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI)
■ Australian Geoscience Data Cube and 		
Digital Earth Australia (DEA)
■ Land Registries Reform
■ Visualisation Engines and Globes

focus investment and publish the plans for their
maintenance, upgrading and availability
A3. Complete the implementation of the 		
development of the dynamic datum including
the move to 3D
A4. Publish the plan for future improvements to the
National Elevation Data Framework
A5. Development of a National Spatial Analytics 		
Capability (NSAC) to provide government, 		
business and consumers with a simpler, 		
coordinated and collaborative means to access,
process and add value to open data.
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A1.Public
DevelopInfrastructure
and publish a nationwide
andPriority
roadmap setting
out all major
public spatial infrastructure
A.
andframework
Analytics
Initiatives
Explained
developments and supporting analytical capabilities for the next five years
The framework will create nationwide collaboration and coordination, which will streamline processes and
remove duplication. This initiative will identify priorities for investment and set a specific and coordinated plan for
implementation of all proposed infrastructures.
National Positioning Infrastructure (NPI)
■

Precise positioning, through the exploitation of our access to multi Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), opens
a range of new and innovative applications, including advances and major productivity improvements in intelligent
transportation systems (ITS), precision agriculture, construction, logistics, machine automation, mining, and commercial
and consumer applications, including location-based services (LBS) around people and asset tracking [5].

■

It is expected that the widespread use of augmented GNSS will deliver significant economic benefits (in excess of $13 billion in
real GDP growth by 2020) to Australian industry through improvements in productivity and more efficient use of resources.

■

The National Positioning Infrastructure (NPI), being implemented by Geoscience Australia, has a vision
for instant, accurate and highly reliable positioning data anytime and anywhere. The NPI will implement
augmented global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) outputs to provide a nationally ubiquitous real-time,
precise positioning capability. To achieve this vision, projects developing ground infrastructure and satellite
delivery are being undertaken within the CRCSI’s Positioning Program.

Foundational Spatial Data Framework (FSDF) and Location Intelligence Knowledge (LINK) platform
■

Foundation data is spatial data of national importance that supports evidence-based decisions across government,
industry and the community. ANZLIC’s Foundation Spatial Data Framework (FSDF) provides a common reference
for the assembly and maintenance of spatial data in order to serve the widest possible variety of users. Data
with similar characteristics are grouped in themes to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of information
management processes. The FSDF is divided into ten themes: geocoded addressing, administrative boundaries,
positioning, place names, land parcel and property, imagery, transportation, water, elevation and depth, and land
cover. The FSDF is needed to deliver national coverage of the best available, most current, authoritative source of
foundation spatial data that is standardised and quality controlled.

■

The FSDF has been developed from a conceptual framework, first published in 2012, into the Location
Intelligence Knowledge (LINK) platform which was launched in April 2017. The LINK is an online, dynamic,
cloud-based analysis and discovery tool that provides clarity on business information (governance, uses-cases,
tasks) for the supply of spatial data at the national level.

is needed
to deliver national
coverage of the best available, most current, authoritative source of
■ The FSDF
Nationwide
Spatial
Data Infrastructure
(NSDI)
foundation spatial data that is standardised and quality controlled. The FSDF is coordinated by ANZLIC.
■ Today the nation has nine spatial data infrastructures (SDIs) being managed by the federal, state and territory
governments, with a 10th being maintained by the PSMA. ANZLIC has estimated that the total annual
expenditure on these 10 SDIs is $152M involving 650 FTEs.
■

It is estimated that a single nationwide SDI (NSDI) may cost around one third of current expenditure, potentially
saving up to $50M per annum. An NSDI would, in addition, facilitate needed transformations such as the move
from the 2D environment to 3D, and the creation of a 4D cadastre underpinned by a coordinate system with a
dynamic datum, to take into account the 7.5cm movement each year of Australia’s tectonic plate.

■

The future prospect of an NSDI is to deliver the capabilities required at a national level to underpin the property
market through development of best-of-breed systems to collate and deliver the fundamental data services,
analytics and knowledge required by organisations who operate borderless and do not have the ongoing
flexibility to discover, access, integrate and generate the information they require, which is estimated to use
70% of a resources investment each time a national view into data is required.

Australian Geoscience Data Cube / Digital Earth Australia (DEA)
■

Without satellites of its own, Australia is 100% dependent on overseas data capture to retrieve nation-relevant
earth observation data. The Australian Geoscience Data Cube, a new approach for organising and analysing vast
quantities of satellite imagery and other Earth observations, has made it quicker, easier, and more cost-effective
to provide information on issues that affect all Australians.
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■

Digital Earth Australia (DEA) [17] is a world-first analysis platform for satellite imagery and other Earth observations, that
builds on the globally recognised Australian Geoscience Data Cube; which was developed as a partnership between GA,
CSIRO and Australia’s National Computational Infrastructure. In the 2017/18 Federal Budget, the Australian Government
announced the investment of $15.3 million over the next two years to establish the DEA capability.

■

DEA will provide Australia’s spatial industry with access to stable and standardised data from which it can
innovate to produce new products and services for both domestic and international markets. The products
created by Australian businesses and researchers using DEA will be transferrable to international markets as
they evolve. The underpinning satellite data is global, and the United Kingdom, United States, Canada and
South Africa are exploring their own deployments, based on DEA.

Foundational Land Registries Reform
■

Australia’s residential property market is valued at $6.2 trillion [15], and represents an underutilised asset
class which is ready to drive economic growth. The Property Council of Australia’s website states “Our industry
represents one ninth of Australia’s GDP (the largest of any sector), employs 1.1 million Australians (more than
mining and manufacturing combined) and generates $72 billion in tax revenues to fund community services.”

■

The development of a National Land Registry Service Provider would align the current eight different land
administration systems to create a national, digitally enabled land register that achieves annual recurrent
savings of more than $250m in the provision of land registry services, and avoids capital costs (estimated in
more than $500m) and risks in migrating land titling. This initiative would be linked to a cadastral reform.

■

The commercialisation by some States of their land title registry operations creates an opportunity to move
towards a national approach. The establishment of a national objective for reform requires agreement and
support by the nine governments of Australia.

Visualisation Engines and Globes
■

Improved data access will create demand for accessible analytical capability beyond simply visualising the data.
Being able to properly visualise and interact with spatial data, and the information and knowledge derived from
it, is paramount to ensuring an accurate decision-making scenario is provided to customers and users.

■

Globe technologies have considerable untapped potential for analysing and communicating knowledge on economic
and development patterns, risk and hazards, human health, city and regional planning, and resource management.

What is a “National Spatial Analytics Capability (NSAC)”? – initiative A5
In recent years Australia’s Commonwealth and state governments
have identified the many benefits of open data. Whilst this has
given rise to government open data policies, the flow-on on to
consumer benefits is still underrealised. The fundamental issues
hindering the achievement of open data benefits as highlighted
by the 2026Agenda include too many hurdles for users to access
data. Additionally, once access is overcome, significant technical
skills are required to process or harvest the data. The issue is that
declaring data open has not been sufficient for the widespread,
practical use for many consumers. The ability of consumers to
create knowledge and add value to open data is still hampered
by the plethora of digital platforms, complexity of processes and
myriad of documentation to ensure data is fit-for-purpose. The
Nationwide Single Data Infrastructure (NSDI) will go a long way to
simplifying data publishing and access, however it stops short of
providing consumers with an easy mechanism to turn open data
into knowledge.
To create and add value to open data is the role of analytical
operations and workflows. A National Spatial Analytics Capability
(NSAC) could provide government and consumers with a simpler,
coordinated and collaborative means to access, process and add
value to open data; in a similar way that open source software
code is improved by the wisdom and effort of the crowd. The

NSAC could be a cross-platform spatial analytics capability built in
a cloud-environment which integrates the analytics from multiple
open source and commercial software packages. It could enable
end users to develop, share, or adapt spatial operations for the
construction of tailored workflows. These executable workflows
could be shared and help to ensure processes are repeatable,
avoid duplication, and enable consumers to create and access the
information they need without significant technical or specialist
skills. In addition, standardised workflows have the potential to save
governments and consumers significant cost, time and effort.
The NSAC could also enable consumers to more intuitively access
and build on existing analytics. Rather than relying on particular
GIS skills, coding or specialised software packages, users
would be able to access and tweak existing analytics through a
visually displayed workflow platform. Considering the parallel
development of the NSDI, the NSAC has the potential to provide
users with linkages to the latest datasets and web services, along
with analytical workflows from which they can draw value.
To be successful this will require a step change as people move
from a culture of open data to open analytics. Capturing and
sharing user intelligence and turning data into knowledge will
deliver inherently more value than the data itself.
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B. Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Motivation
The 2026Agenda: Insights Report clearly demonstrates the need for the spatial sector’s culture to evolve if
it wants to make the shift from being technology adopters to innovative disruptors. Fostering innovation
and entrepreneurial skills in the sector will set the pathway for this transformation, and ensure our current
and future professionals are equipped with the right resources to adapt to change. The focus needs to be
on opening up to new markets and opportunities, ensuring the sector leverages the latest technological
advances and cultivates the development of creative business models.

Objectives
■ Double the number of location-related ideas that are brought to market, to match

the top three OECD countries

■ Foster spatial innovation ecosystems that create the conditions for a culture of innovation in business,

government and academia
■ Develop programs specifically targeted at start-ups, the investment community, new markets and priority

growth sectors, including space
■ Provide spatial professionals with access to business expertise to facilitate the transition from idea-to-		

commercialisation
■ Ensure existing businesses are equipped with mechanisms to be adaptive to the changing operational 		

landscape

How do we start?

Transformational Future Initiatives

B1. Open location technologies and services to 		
new sectors through the analysis of their problems,
challenges and value chains.
The high priority growth sectors are: transport,
agriculture, health, defence and security, energy,
mining and the built environment. The natural 		
environment should also be given special consideration.
B2. Create nationwide location innovation ecosystems
that allow entrepreneurs, start-ups and
researchers to access real-world data for fast 		
prototyping and development of business 		
expertise to facilitate the transition from idea-tocommercialisation
B3. Establish and grow relationships between the 		
spatial sector and the investment community, 		
including the venture capital industry and growth funds
B4. Publish information about the existing programs and
organisations that can support the export of products
and services from Australian-based spatial businesses
B5. Undertake pilot exercises with jurisdictions and
or organisations that are already offering 		
innovative procurement programs so that the
benefits of new procurement approaches can be
showcased using spatial and location examples

Initiatives in the mid to long term include:
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B6. Create a program to develop and deploy low-		
cost dedicated Australian earth observation 		
sensors and satellites to supply nation-critical data
B7. Implement a pilot international exchange 		
program for professionals from Australia and
overseas who can accelerate Australian-based
spatial innovation
B8. Promote the adoption of the use of digital 		
location information in legislation and 		
progressively replace the use of analogue mapbased information in current legislation
B9. When the time is right, develop a bid to create
a Space and Spatial Growth Centre

B. Innovation and Entrepreneurship Priority Initiatives Explained
B1. Open location technologies and services to new sectors through the analysis of their problems,
challenges and value chains. The high priority growth sectors are: transport, agriculture, health,
defence and security, energy, mining and the built environment. The natural environment 		
should also be given special consideration.
There is a huge potential for the spatial sector to support decision-making in data-rich growth sectors through
location-related technologies, services and skills. This initiative will identify opportunities in the value chains
and supply chains of the target growth sectors. These will lead to the implementation of dedicated research
and innovation programs of work in each of the sectors. The red meat supply chain and value chain initiative
between Meat and Livestock Australia and the CRCSI (known as the Australian Livestock Spatial Innovation
Program or ALSIP) is an example.

B2. Create nationwide location innovation ecosystems that allow entrepreneurs, start-ups and 		
researchers to access real-world data for fast prototyping and development of business expertise
to facilitate the transition from idea-to-commercialisation
This initiative will leverage existing innovation precincts to create a virtually connected innovation location
ecosystem, accessible to both spatial and non-spatial stakeholders willing to work with spatial technologies.
This ecosystem will create a “network of networks” where participants will be able to access innovators from a
wide range of disciplines. The specific implementation and scope of the location innovation ecosystem will stem
from an analysis of existing successful models, such as Langate’s SPUR (Australia), or Geovation (UK), tailored
to Australia’s needs nationally. Extensive links will be created throughout the existing innovation/start-up
networks in Australia.

B3. Establish and grow relationships between the spatial sector and the investment community, 		
including the venture capital industry and growth funds
The investment community can play a key role in boosting innovation by providing support and capital to startup ventures, small spatial companies with good ideas or successful companies willing to scale up. This initiative
will develop a compelling value proposition for spatial, which will be used to approach, connect and create solid
mutually beneficial relationships with this industry sector.

B4. Publish information about the existing programs and organisations that can support the export
of products and services from Australian-based spatial businesses
This initiative will publish curated regular information on how spatial businesses can make better use of the
programs and services of Australian export-related agencies – such as the Australian Export Credit Agency
(EFIC) and AusTrade. This is the start of a greater body of work looking at developing a facilitation program that
provides advice and access to international networks.

B5. Undertake pilot exercises with jurisdictions and/or organisations that are already offering 		
innovative procurement programs so that the benefits of new procurement approaches can be 		
showcased using spatial and location examples
All three tiers of government are major procurers of services and products of the spatial sector. Recent
initiatives to drive innovation in the public sector through more agile, easier and less costly government
procurement rules are being welcomed by the spatial sector (e.g. the Commonwealth ICT procurement reform
[6], the NISA’s Business Research and Innovation Initiative [8] or New South Wales government’s changes to its
innovation procurement threshold [7]). Refinement of these will however be required to ensure they are truly
accessible for innovative start-ups and SMEs. In this initiative, the spatial sector will support the implementation
and test of one or more of these procurement reforms to highlight benefits and areas for refinement.
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C. Outreach
Motivation
How valuable would businesses like Airbnb or Uber be without location-related technologies? Most of
the capabilities of these and other worldwide successful innovative businesses are powered by location
intelligence. However the spatial sector has failed to take credit for these and many other achievements.
The fact that its roots are born in science, that it is used to talking about complex problems and too often
works in silos, has made it difficult to properly promote its value and success to the broader Australian
community. For this to change, it is crucial to create much greater awareness to ensure that the value and
contribution that location intelligence brings to the Australian economy and society is well understood.

Objectives
■ Create a slogan that resonates with all Australians and highlights what the spatial sector can do for them
■ Create awareness and promotion of the value and contribution that location intelligence provides to Australia
■ Expand our communications and engagement activities to reach users and customers in priority growth sectors
■ Ensure messaging and language used in communications are end-user tailored, clearly demonstrating 		

what the spatial sector can do for other sectors and user communities
■ Engage with young audiences to guarantee that new generations of professionals are attracted to and 		

actively participate in the location sector of the future

How do we start?

Transformational Future Initiatives

C1. Grow relationships with peak industry bodies

C5. Create a Location Young Professional 		

from the priority growth sectors (B1) and 		

Engagement Program targeting spatial and 		

with key international organisations

STEM graduates

C2. Arrange for the spatial peak bodies and their
membership to specifically target conferences
and forums in the priority growth sectors (B1) and
to ensure a spatial presence
C3. Develop and run an awareness campaign 		
promoting the benefits to the economy and
society provided by location-related 		
technologies, ensuring the message and 		
language are accessible to the Australian public
C4. Regularly publish information about the size,
composition, impact and value of the spatial
sector in Australia
C6. Re-purpose the Locate Conference to: 1) include
streams specifically focussed on the priority 		
growth sectors (B1) to promote cross-sectoral
participation; 2) report on progress with the 		
implementation of this Action Plan and; 3) seek
advice on improvements and updates to the 		
Action Plan
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C. Outreach Priority Initiatives Explained
C1. Grow relationships with peak industry bodies from the priority growth sectors (B1) and with key
international organisations
Engaging with representative organisations of the priority sectors will be the first step to create bidirectional
linkages and networking amongst different industries and their players – including champions in the sector and
academics, and to explore joint growth opportunities for both sectors. This initiative will set the scene for the
collaboration required to implement initiatives C1 and C4.

C2. Arrange for the spatial peak bodies and their membership to specifically target conferences and
forums in the priority growth sectors (B1) and to ensure a spatial presence
Location technologies and services can help resolve problems experienced in other sectors – e.g. from tracking
and monitoring cattle or farm management in agriculture, to the detection of disease outbreaks in the health
sector. This initiative will help spatial professionals and businesses to better understand what are the needs and
problems experienced in these areas, through actively engaging and participating in other sector’s conferences,
workshops, and hackathons amongst others.

C3. Develop and run an awareness campaign promoting the benefits to the economy and society 		
provided by location-related technologies, ensuring the message and language are accessible to
the Australian public
■

Changing the image of the sector is crucial to ensure location-related technologies, services and 		
skills become relevant and widely adopted.

■

The creation of an awareness campaign will make spatial accessible to the public, in a way where the value
and contribution of our sector to society is clearly understood. A consistent message, tailored to reach
different audiences, will help to send our message across – covering from representatives at other sectors
that can benefit from spatial, to children (and their parents) that will create our future workforce. This
campaign will be multifaceted, will use real world examples, and consider engaging key media figures as
champions, amongst others.

C4. Regularly publish information about the size, composition, impact and value of thee spatial 		
sector in Australia
The spatial sector is evolving, and in order to understand the estimated value that the sector (e.g. in terms of
GDP contribution to the Australian economy) there is the need to have an up-to-date profile of the breadth
of the spatial sector, including emerging areas and businesses where there is dedicated location-intelligence
expertise. This initiative will create an annual report on the Australian location intelligence sector including
composition, key players, revenue streams, and forecasted areas of growth; which will expand recent work
on profiling the economic impact of positioning and earth observing technology in Australia to all spatial
application areas

C6. Re-purpose the Locate Conference to: 1) include streams specifically focussed on the priority 		
growth sectors (B1) to promote cross-sectoral participation, 2) report on progress with the 		
implementation of this Action Plan, 3) seek advice on improvements and updates to the
Action Plan
The Locate Conference is the national conference of the spatial and surveying industries of Australia and New
Zealand, an initiative of SSSI, SIBA and GITA. This event offers the perfect opportunity to engage with our future
users and customers. The initiative aims at changing the format of the current conference to ensure the primary
conference time is externally targeted, promoting innovative spatial solutions, benefits and outcomes that the
sector has achieved and allowing interacting time with end users and clients. Internally focussed discussions could
be dealt with through working groups prior to the main conference. The first of its kind will take place in 2018, with
two streams on priority sectors (e.g. health and agriculture).
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D. Research and Development
Motivation
Australia has difficulty in capitalising on its public investment in research, partly due to the insufficient
knowledge transfer between researchers and business. This is evidenced by the fact that Australia ranked
last in the developed world on the proportion of businesses which collaborate with research institutions on
innovation [10].
To improve this situation and amongst other initiatives, the federal government’s upcoming reforms on
innovation will put more emphasis on research engagement and impact to ensure that engagement with
industry is valued as much as research excellence, which is nowadays largely measured on citations in
peer reviewed publications [9]. The spatial sector recognises the urgent need to improve the link between
research, innovation and commercialisation. To achieve this, it is vital to create, in collaboration with
businesses, a nationwide coordinated, collaborative and focussed spatial R&D agenda that responds to the
changing national needs.

Objectives
■ Double the number of spatial PhDs who are employed by businesses by 2026
■ Raise the level of industry-focussed research investments
■ Lift the appreciation of R&D by private companies
■ Increase the interest of spatial undergraduate students in R&D
■ Argue the case against the paring back of the R&D tax concessions in relation to the damage this will do

to the growth prospects of the spatial businesses

How do we start?

Transformational Future Initiatives

D1. Develop a nationwide, nation-building, research

Initiatives D1 and D3 will set the basis for a
suite of new programs of work and initiatives
to be completed in the mid to long term. Both
initiatives will follow a phased approach, which
will involve:

agenda that sets out the major spatial 		
challenges in the short, medium and long term

D2. Identify, implement and showcase at least one
transformative R&D initiative for each priority
growth sector

D3. Publish a plan setting out the incentives that will
ensure the supply of industry-ready spatial PhDs
for the next decade

D4. Publish information on available mechanisms
and benefits that can reward businesses that
invest in spatial R&D
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1. Exploratory phase
2. Programs and plans design
3. Implementation of programs

D. Research and Development Priority Initiatives Explained
D1. Develop a nationwide, nation-building, research agenda that sets out the major spatial 		
challenges in the short, medium and long term
Focusing research efforts on current and emerging strengths and areas of national importance has proven
successful in most European countries, leading to positive outcomes such as considerable increases in R&D
investment by industry. The spatial R&D agenda will identify and address Australia’s location-related challenges
of significance and coordinate nationwide spatial research to address them. The plan will be designed and
implemented including dialogue with industry on emerging technology needs and with the community on
national societal challenges.

D2. Identify, implement and showcase at least one transformative R&D initiative for each priority 		
growth sector
Increasing the focus on user-driven location-related research will be achieved through identifying burning
problems in the priority sectors (B1) for which dedicated research efforts are needed. To ensure that the
research is focussed, identified initiatives will be conducted in partnership with businesses and organisations in
each priority sector.

D3. Publish a plan setting out the incentives that will ensure the supply of industry-ready spatial 		
PhDs for the next decade
This will include a review of current work pathways for spatial PhDs, which will be traced back to influence
the availability, nature and relevance of the courses offered. In addition, this initiative will look at creating
partnerships between academia and businesses.

D4. Publish information on available mechanisms and benefits that can reward businesses that 		
invest in spatial R&D
Generating awareness of all the existing and planned benefits that industry-research collaboration can provide
to spatial businesses (i.e. tax concessions, available grants) will result in an increase in the uptake of R&D related
initiatives and collaborations in the private sector
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E. Education, Training and Capacity Building
Motivation
The future of the spatial sector depends on having a well-prepared and diverse workforce. Location-related
data will become a commodity in the coming years, which demands the provision of up-to-date location
intelligence education as an integral part of STEM. To ensure that Australia’s future workforce can benefit
from fundamental spatial skills, location-related training will have to be provided at all education levels,
nationwide, and with emphasis on enabling regional communities.

Objectives
■ Develop

an understanding of the short, medium and long term skills needs for location intelligence 		
and ensure a coordinated approach between the education sector (K1-12, TAFE and universities) 		
and industries’ needs
■ Improve the ‘business-ready’ ability of graduates from traditional spatial degrees
■ Provide effective upskilling and training opportunities for existing employees in the workforce
■ Increase the interest of spatial undergraduate students in R&D
■ Inclusion of spatial content in non-traditional disciplines at tertiary level
■ Increase diversity in the sector
■ Creation of a periodically reviewed location intelligence national curriculum covering K1-12 levels

How do we start?
E1. Develop a strategic framework to coordinate 		
the management of education, training 		
and capacity building (K1-12, TAFE and universities),
comprising:

E4. Establish and grow relationships with Regional
Development Australia and the Regional 		
Australia Institute, amongst others, to grow 		
location-related regional capacity
E5. Design and implement a nationwide action plan
to mitigate the forecasted shortage of 		

1. A nationwide plan to maintain high 		

surveyors and geospatial specialists in 		

priority spatial disciplines at the 			

Australia over the next 10 years

tertiary education level including geodesy, 		

E6. Identify and facilitate the implementation of

surveying, photogrammetry, spatial 		

initiatives that will improve diversity in the 		

analysis and new future-fit competences 		

spatial sector workforce

including business subjects
2. A plan to include fundamental spatial 		
knowledge in cross disciplines where location-		
related technologies and skills are gaining 		
importance (e.g. data science, ICT, statistics)
3. Scaling up the nationwide spatial 		
curriculum in primary and secondary schools
E2. Implement a program of training, offering 		
upskilling opportunities in spatial disciplines to
existing employees in the workforce, including

Transformational Future Initiatives
For the presented initiatives on education and
capacity building to be successful, national
coordination and a collaborative approach
amongst key representative bodies in the
private sector, education and government will
be required.

both technical and management streams
E3. Develop and facilitate a spatial professionals
exchange program across government, the 		
private sector and academia
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Initiatives E1, E4, E5 and E6 are the first
steps towards the creation and/or refocus of
programs of work, which will be implemented
in the mid to long term.

E. Education, Training and Capacity Building Priority Initiatives Explained
A.
andtoAnalytics
Priority
Initiatives
Explained
E1.Public
DevelopInfrastructure
a strategic framework
coordinate the
management
of education,
training and capacity 		
building (K1-12, TAFE and universities)
■

This initiative will identify the short, medium and long-term skills needs for location intelligence and
write the plan that ensures a coordinated approach takes places in the implementation of these skills in
existing and new courses. The work will be done through a coordinated approach between the education
sector (K1-12, TAFE and universities) and industries and will define work streams at the different levels,
including the development of:

1.

A nationwide plan to update tertiary education that maintains fundamental spatial discipline skills (e.g.
geodesy, surveying, photogrammetry), adds new future-fit technical competences and includes business
subjects and skills development

2.

A plan to include fundamental spatial knowledge in cross disciplines where location-related technologies
and skills are gaining importance (e.g. data science, ICT, statistics)

3.

Scaling up the nationwide spatial curriculum in primary and secondary schools. This initiative will
leverage the work of the Australian Geography Teachers Association (AGTA), Destination Spatial, A Life
Without Limits programs.

E2. Implement a program of training offering upskilling opportunities in spatial disciplines to existing 		
employees in the workforce, including both technical and management streams
Preparing the existing spatial workforce with novel and up-to-date skills is key to supporting the transition from
old business practices to new business models. This is relevant not only for professionals working in businesses
and the private sector, but also for government employees. This initiative will focus on identifying and delivering
educational and training opportunities that are both technology and business related. Preliminary areas for
consideration include: creation of training programs on Intellectual Property (IP) management; marketing and
sales focussed courses that demonstrate how changes in these strategies can serve to influence a new sector;
cyber security practical training.
E3. Develop and facilitate a spatial professionals exchange program across government, the private sector
and academia
A cross-pillar skills exchange program would help improve relationships, location-related skills, understanding,
problem solving and collaboration between government departments, private companies and academia.
Focussed internally initially, this program could be swiftly expanded to include new sectors to help deep
understanding of end-user needs through immersive exchanges. The program would consist of time-framed
rotations of individuals between institutions, and could address needs such as the establishment and set-up of
easy to maintain spatial platforms and upskill people to use them. Incentives for participation will be identified.
E4. Establish and grow relationships with Regional Development Australia and the Regional Australia 		
Institute, amongst others, to grow location-related regional capacity
■

Regions outside the major cities are an important source of Australia’s economic growth. They include all
towns, small cities and areas that lie beyond the major capital cities , and provide employment for one
in three working Australians. As the mining construction boom moderates and the economy transitions,
regional Australia will need to continue to embrace innovation [13][14].

■

The spatial sector has an important role to play in enabling this transformation through the provision of
location-related services and skills that will help create an exciting and vibrant job landscape in regional
Australia. This initiative will investigate options for collaboration with Regional Development Australia
and the Regional Australia Institute to implement regional spatial-related projects and education.
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E5. Design and implement a nationwide action plan to mitigate the forecasted shortage of surveyors and 		
geospatial specialist in Australia over the next 10 years
■

It is estimated that by 2025 there will be a shortfall of approximately 1,300 graduate or licensed surveyors
and 300 geospatial specialists with university degrees. This indicates that Australia will require a very
significant increase in domestic supply if dependence on net migration of skills is to be avoided [11] [12].

■

This initiative will review existing recommendations and pathways for the mitigation of this problem,
which will result in the definition of a consolidated plan for implementation, foreseeing engagement with
the Australian Government Department of Industry. Coordination amongst spatial bodies and education
organisations will be key to ensuring success.

E6. Identify and facilitate the implementation of initiatives that will improve diversity in the spatial sector workforce
■

Diversity is important to foster new ideas. Different work styles, personality traits, knowledge base and
background facilitate out-of-the-box thinking, which is crucial for an innovative spatial sector.

■

To tackle the currently perceived lack of diversity in the spatial sector, three initiatives will be proposed
for implementation that focus on achieving a greater gender balance and diversity of profiles in the
spatial sector.

F. Representation
Motivation
The 2026Agenda has identified more than 16 organisations that play a representative role of some kind
in the spatial sector. This fragmented landscape is neither sustainable nor benefits the spatial community,
which has unanimously asked for the consolidation and simplification of this structure.

Objectives
■ Reduce the fragmentation and duplication caused by the overabundance of spatial organisations
■ Ensure spatial organisations provide leadership to the sector, and national and international advocacy
■ Provide clear public information on the roles, responsibilities and accountability of spatial-related organisations

How do we start?

Transformational Future Initiatives

F2. Align the strategies and roadmaps of 		

across the spatial sector and how they		

The Australian spatial sector has expressed the
need to have a recognised unified, national
spatial body that represents the sector in
Australia and internationally with one voice. This
will be materialised through F1, in the mid term:

complement each other.

F1. The two peak bodies (SSSI and SIBA) to 		

representative organisations in the spatial sector.
F3. Prepare and publish a single explanatory 		
statement on the roles of the key peak bodies

F4. Consolidation of a group to drive the 		
2026Agenda, with key responsibility to promote
and develop innovative leadership across all 		
areas of the spatial sector.
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form one spatial organisation

In the interim, favourable steps in this direction
are already taking place with the merger of the
Spatial Industries Business Association (SIBA)
and the Geospatial Information & Technology
Association (GITA), announced in January 2017.

Getting involved

Acknowledgments

The 2026Agenda team is coordinating the
implementation of initiatives, which will commence in
2017. If you or your organisation want to help drive this
transformation:

The 2026Agenda Team
and the Working Group
would like to thank
all those who have
participated in this
initiative so far, for the
great number of ideas
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high quality.

■ Get involved in leading the implementation of 		

initiatives by contacting us at info@2026agenda.com
■ Contribute to the existing ideas in the pipeline, 		

or propose your own transformational initiative at:
https://2026agenda.useresponse.com/
■ For more details and to consult the supporting 		

documentation, please visit the 2026Agenda website:
www.2026agenda.com
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Appendix A: The Consultation
Work on the 2026Agenda started in July 2016, and has since engaged more than 400 individuals through a
combination of Leadership Forums across Australia and one-on-one interviews with representatives of priority
sectors including agriculture, health, transport, defence and energy amongst others.
The consultation in numbers:
■ 42 targeted interview with leaders across 		

■ 3 deliverables as outcomes:

the spatial sector

• Insights Report: identifies barriers and areas for

■ 40 interviews with leaders outside the 		

transformation in the Australian spatial sector

spatial sector so far

• Ideas Discussion paper: national consultation 		

■ 8 Leadership Forums in Australian capital cities:

discussion paper. Includes draft vision and needs

• 280 representatives of the private sector, 		

statements that served as input for the 		

government and academia
• 100 individual ideas for initiatives

generation of specific ideas and initiatives
• Action Plan: providing 6 pillars that underpin 		
growth, priority sectors and a suite of 34 initiatives

Figure 1. 2026Agenda Consultation in numbers

Methodology
The development of the Action Plan and preceding documents, stemmed from inputs and feedback gathered
through an extensive stakeholder consultation. The consultation has been complemented with literature review.

Consultation approach
The 2026Agenda consultation has followed a two-stage approach. The first stage, the “In-sector Consultation”
started in July 2016 and was completed by the end of August 2016, with findings presented in the “Insights
Report”. The second stage comprised two parallel initiatives: the “Outside Sectors Consultation” and the
“National Consultation”. The National Consultation was initiated in September 2016 and completed in
December 2016, whereas the Outside Sectors Consultation was initiated in August 2016 and is ongoing.
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Figure 2. 2026Agenda Consultation Approach: stages and processes summary

In-sector consultation
The objective of the first stage of the consultation was to form a first impression of current challenges and
opportunities in the spatial sector. To this end, 42 spatial leaders where interviewed. Selection of participants
was informed by the Working Group, and the pool of candidates was progressively expanded as the
interviewees recommended additional stakeholders to be interviewed.
The consultation consisted of 30 to 60 minute interviews, either face to face or via phone, with each
participant. Answers and comments were computer typed and recorded for posterior analysis. Whereas the
format of the interview was open and flexible, a number of standard questions were used in all interviews:
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Leadership Forums
The Forums consisted of one day collaborative
workshops held across all Australian capital cities.
The aim of these events was for stakeholders to
directly co-design the 2026Agenda.
The process was aimed at jointly validating a preselected number of assumptions, which had been
previously published in the 2026Agenda: Ideas2
paper as an input to the consultation, as well as to
capture specific initiatives for implementation in the
Action Plan.

IN-SECTOR INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS
1. Do you think that the spatial industry is 		
achieving the growth that it potentially 		
could? (Yes/No)
2. Where are the biggest impediments to 		
working with the spatial sector?
3. What are the most important 			
transformational changes that need to be
made to grow the sector?
4. Which sectors outside of spatial can 		
provide most growth?
5. What should we reduce reliance on?
6. Where are the boundaries around ‘spatial’?

Figure 3. Leadership Forums dates and participant numbers

2

This applied to all Forums except for Darwin, where the same process was followed to validate the draft Action Plan.
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Registration for the
Leadership Forums was
open and free, with
forum logistics managed
by the Working Group
members and the state
ANZLIC representatives.

Figure 4. Leadership Forums Day Agenda

Places were limited at
each event. The format
of the events was defined
by the 2026Agenda team,
in consultation with the
Working Group and the event
facilitators (Cofluence).

Feedback capture methodology
Participants worked in groups of three to eight
people through each session. For each session, the
groups were provided with paper sheets that included
the topic discussed (e.g. Vision statement or subset
of the Needs) and space for comments. Groups
recorded their feedback by identifying areas that
they would like to keep, remove and add to.
The afternoon working session asked participants to
come up with specific initiatives to satisfy the Needs.
The 14 Needs were clustered in themes (i.e. Data and
infrastructure; Awareness, engagement and skills;
Entrepreneurial culture and activity; Collaboration)
and a worksheet per theme was allocated to each
table, resulting in typically two tables working on

the same theme. Participants were free to choose
the table of their interest, and recorded feedback
on their working sheets. For each proposed
initiative, participants were encouraged to provide
information on the specific proposed initiative, the
resources currently available to achieve it, what was
still required for implementation, timeframe and
performance indicators.
After each session, groups presented their work
to the room in an open discussion. The feedback
and discussion were captured by the facilitators
in flipcharts and whiteboards, and provided to the
2026Agenda team for further analysis.
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2026Agenda Ideas – Validation
Questions

Online questionnaire
In order to ensure engagement was broad,
a form was created on the 2026Agenda
website that allowed any individual to
provide feedback on the Ideas paper
validation questions.

Q1. How can we improve the proposed Vision?
Q2. Which Needs are missing, have to be 		
combined or removed?
Q3. Which specific Initiatives do you propose
to fulfil these Needs?

The questions to the right were included in
the form:

Q4. What should be the 2026Agenda 		
measures of success?

CRCSI Conference
The 2026Agenda initiative was presented at the CRCSI Annual Conference, in Sydney. The presentation took
place on Wednesday 26 October 2016, the first day of the Conference, during the “Future Spatial in Australia and
New Zealand” plenary session. Around 150 delegates attended the session.
Work on the 2026Agenda was presented through an interactive session where the attendees were encouraged
to provide live feedback. This was achieved through a smart phone interactive application, built into the
CRCSI’s conference app. Interaction occurred via the following questions:

1. Think of a sector where “location” is not relevant 		
(Open question)
2. Have you ever had a great idea?
(Yes/No)
3. Have you ever transformed that idea into a reality?
(Yes/No)
4. Did your idea deliver value to the economy or society?
(Yes/No)

Questions were “pushed”3 to participants’ phone
apps as they appeared on screen, allowing them
to mark their preferred option and submit their
answers immediately.
Results were displayed as pie charts and bar charts,
depending on the question, in real time on the
participants’ phone. An estimated4 total of 86
attendees participated in the live polling session.

5. What has been named as the #1 barrier to
achieving growth in spatial?
(Options below provided)
a. Data access issues
b. Behind the technology cycle
c. Insular and internal focussed
d. Messaging and language
e. Procurement processes
f. Other

		

Live Ideas Site
The “2026Agenda Ideas Site” has been an alternative
form of engagement and feedback gathering which
has been (and continues to be) used to capture
specific initiatives or ideas for implementation. The
platform was initiated halfway through the National
Consultation in order to upload and make public the
different initiatives emerging from the Leadership
Forums. The site can be accessed through a link from
the 2026Agenda webpage.
The Ideas Site allows for any individual to upload an
“Idea” or a “Question”, which anyone can vote for
and/or comment on.

3

All questions expect for question number 1, which was an open-microphone question to the room.
Calculated as per cumulative number of replies to a specific question. Participation numbers may be higher in the event
that participants sample changed per questions.

4
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All individual Initiatives collected from the Leadership Forums have been clustered and uploaded to the site,
where some new initiatives have been directly included in the site by participants.
The site is managed by the 2026Agenda Team, which updates the initiatives as the consultation progresses
(i.e. merging initiatives in the case of duplication) as well as responding to participants’ questions.

Outside Sector Consultation
The aim of starting a consultation with stakeholders outside the traditional spatial areas was to gain insights
on how spatial is currently used outside the sector, to understand what are the problems and challenges faced
by these other sectors, and to learn about similar strategies and initiatives taking place in other areas of the
economy that may be linked to the spatial community.
Based on early feedback gathered through the In-sector Consultation, the Outside Sector Consultation
targeted senior leaders of industry, government and professional associations in:

Agriculture
■ Transport
■ Defence and security
■ Built environment and cities
■ Health
■ ICT
■ Start-ups
■ Mining
■ Energy
■ Space
■ Other (emerging sectors)
■

Selected individuals interviewed were either recommended by the Working Group networks, by interviewees
taking part in the In-Sector consultation, or directly approached by the 2026Agenda team. In the latter case,
leading organisations were selected for each sector and senior stakeholders were approached via e-mail and
phone (i.e. at CEO and/or other senior executive level).
Feedback was collected through 30-60 minute interviews, face to face or via phone. Answers and comments
were computer typed and recorded for further analysis. The interview had an open format, but considered the
following guiding questions:

OUTSIDE-SECTOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. How well do you think your sector is currently growing?
2. What are the barriers or problems that are slowing growth?
3. What are the key activities/areas that add value? (to your organisation’s value chain)
4. What are the long-term strategies that you are seeing in the sector/your organization?
5. Is the word “spatial” known to you or in your sector?
6. How much does your organisation use location-based services or tools?
7. Who else should we talk to?
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Feedback analysis
The reports and results produced by the 2026Agenda initiative have emerged from the analysis of the
numerous inputs received throughout the different national consultation channels. Since most of the feedback
consisted of semi-structured data (i.e. inputs associated to a question with an open reply), word coding has
been used to extract different levels of knowledge.

Figure 5. Feedback analysis methodology
Word coding consisted of extracting concepts and
ideas from the unstructured feedback, grouping them
in themes with similar characteristics. Whereas some
of the themes were existing, for example relating
to specific interview questions such as Barriers or
Sectors for transformation, others had to be created
to capture inputs not considered a priori, as well as to
define subcategories.
Figure 5 shows the process followed to analyse feedback
gathered at each phase of the consultation. Feedback
analysis and synthesis were progressively done for

the different consultation phases, and resulted in the
papers and reports published by the 2026Agenda. Since
validation with stakeholders occurred at each step, the
approach followed ensured that the obtained results
evolved constantly and were progressively refined.

Action Plan development process
The development of the Action Plan considered all
inputs and results gathered through the consultation
process, as well as seeking alignment with other
related strategies and plans with direct impact on it.

Figure 6. Action Plan Development process and inputs
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Prioritising initiatives
The consultation collected more than 100 individual ideas for initiatives. Most of these were similar in nature,
and therefore clustered, following the process of Figure 5.
To select the set of final initiatives present in the Action Plan, the following criteria was used

Figure 7. Priorities for initiatives selection

Popularity was determined firstly by the number of occurrences of an initiative (or similar initiative) proposed
in the Leadership Forums, and secondly on the number of votes and support that it received in the Ideas
Site. Whereas the “Transformational Potential” of an initiative took into consideration the likelihood that
a particular initiative would have a deep impact on the growth of the sector. Initiatives where impact was
foreseen in more than one area or pillar, were prioritised. In both cases, relevant literature was consulted
to inform the decision (i.e. including former strategies and lessons learned from similar initiatives in other
countries). Finally, the expert recommendations from the 2026Agenda working group participants were taken
into consideration.

Vision discussion
The national consultation started with the presentation of a draft Vision (Figure 8 below), which was
periodically discussed throughout the Leadership Forums. The debate around the Vision was truly fascinating,
and reflected the current diversity of the spatial sector.

Proposed Vision
“ By 2026, Australia will be:

A global leader in integrating location intelligence within the digital economy,

		A place where location-related technologies, services and skills underpin all
		

sectors and disciplines and

			A nation where location technologies and services drive economic
			
			

growth through a culture of innovation and collaboration and the
development of domestic and overseas markets.

”

Figure 8. 2026Agenda initial draft Vision, presented as part of the Ideas consultation paper. September 2016.
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A question that was consistently asked at all Forums was “who is the audience?”.
In fact, the three statements or parts of the Vision
seemed to work for different audiences: the first
appealing to leaders and policy-makers, the second
to industry and the third directed to the broader
community. Participants suggested that ideally the
Vision should be framed for both spatial as well as
non-spatial audiences.
There was a difference of opinions with respect to
the purpose of the Vision. Some expected the Vision
to communicate the value of spatial and the benefits
for others, therefore having a community focus and
being user driven (i.e. more “pull” rather than “push”).
For others, the Vision should serve as an internal call
for action or an elevator pitch, answering the “so
what” for investors.

When discussing the three-statement draft Vision,
groups in several forums agreed on focusing on
the second part, and removing the first and third
statements – although this was not uniformly agreed
on. In all cases, feedback consistently identified the
need for the Vision to be shorter, using more active
and stronger language. The need to define a mission
to go along with the Vision was also expressed, and
considered useful to state what future would look like
and how it would happen.
In terms of timescale, some feedback suggested that
the Vision should happen “before 2026” to create a
sense of urgency, or to rescope it to a more tangible
five-year timescale.

Concepts to Add or Keep in the Vision
Participants in the national consultation
proposed a broad range of terms and
concepts to be incorporated into the Vision.
From the existing Vision, keeping the term
Location (rather than ‘spatial’) was widely
supported, whereas the need to reflect
‘spatial’ as Enabler and to cite the benefits of
the sector for Society were also supported in
several occasions. All terms cited are captured
in the word cloud in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Suggested terms to add to or keep in the
vision (word size indicates popularity)

Concepts to Remove from the Vision
There was overall consensus to remove the
word Digital from the Vision (first sentence),
in favour of just talking about the economy
(as highlighted in Figure 10). Being a
Global Leader did not resonate with many
participants, who in general considered
that the focus should be on enabling or
contributing to global outcomes – although
there was no consensus on these points
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Figure 10. Suggested terms to remove from the
vision (word size indicates popularity)

It is interesting to note that the debate around
the use of the terms ‘spatial’ and ‘location’ was
not conclusive from the Leadership Forums,
where 80% of participants were from the spatial
industry.
Even though the term ‘location’ was preferred
externally, many stakeholders still favoured the
use of ‘spatial’, as they argued ‘location’ appears
to be limiting, and terms such as ‘location
intelligence’ were not considered well defined.

Where is the Mission?
Rather than defining a mission, the
2026Agenda has identified five values that
will guide how the Vision is reached:

Collaborative
■ Innovative
■ User-focussed
■ Adaptive
■ Rigorous
■

The Updated Vision
Creating a one-size-fits-all Vision has not been an easy task. The spatial sector is expanding, becoming
broader, and the national consultation has manifested the differences in views amongst and within different
stakeholders in the sector. The proposed Vision is one for the spatial sector, that gives importance to the
users, and to deliver value and quality. This Vision is not perfect, but it has been crafted collectively, taking into
consideration the feedback received through the national consultation and captures the essential aims and
mutual aspirations of the sector for the future.

Needs discussion
The Ideas paper presented 14 draft Needs, that were identified as areas to be addressed by the spatial sector
to ensure future growth. These 14 Need statements were scrutinised through the Leadership Forums, and
served to ignite the thinking that resulted in the proposal of specific initiatives.

General comments
Some participants suggested that the “Needs” were
currently presented as “Actions” and proposed that the
language be changed to talk about “Enablers”, as this
term might more accurately reflect the emphasis on
these, being issues that the sector takes responsibility
for (as opposed to user needs). Participants also
highlighted the importance of needs being demanddriven, not just the emerging from the supply side.
Success measures raised in open discussion included
the need for clear, demonstrable cases and solutions
that influence the influencers across all sectors, and
provide greater diversity of perspectives, particularly
the need to engage with non-spatial sectors plus
targeting younger members of the spatial (and
adjacent) sectors as the future custodians of the
2026Agenda outcomes.

Suggestions were made to ensure the Needs
reflected: gender participation balance, productivity,
business outcomes and integration. The need to
change the sector’s culture to display leadership was
mentioned as a means of providing more visibility
and greater awareness of spatial.
Of primary concern was the importance of
maintaining the momentum of the Agenda process,
as a Need itself, and agreed that the process should
be iterative, that a number of short-term initiatives
(experiments) would help to put some visible runs
on the board, and start to demonstrate relevance to
other sectors.
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Need by Need discussion
The following table presents the consolidated discussion for each Need emerging from the national
Leadership Forums. In many occasions, Needs have resulted in or served as seeds for specific initiatives.

1. Develop a roadmap with priorities for the coordinated development of
national spatial infrastructure that underpins essential supply chains
The initiative was well supported in all Forums.
The following changes and additions were suggested:
■ shift the focus from supply chains, and reflect a triple bottom line (social, environmental and financial)
■ refer to a coordinated national infrastructure, recognising that it will expand, integrate and improve

what already exists
■ change coordinated to joined-up, national to nationwide, underpin to strengthen
■ recognise spatial/location information as a critical asset

Suggestions for implementation and acting on this initiative:
■ deliver early progress from existing initiatives
■ include governance and flexibility to allow the initiative to span over 10 years
■ ensure the developments are based on understanding the user needs
■ leverage the capture and use of data via citizen science, crowdsourcing and sensor networks
■ consider the CRCSI and ANZLIC as well-placed bodies that could lead this work

2. Reform government procurement processes to leverage local talent,
facilitate creativity and build capacity in the private sector
Several participants suggested this Need could be removed or not included as part of the 2026Agenda.It was
argued that this is a broader issue affecting other areas and a complex task to be tackled by the sector.
However, agreement was not reached: other stakeholders were in favour of taking the lead in this arena and
saw it as an opportunity to: collaborate with other sectors; influence the current ICT procurement taskforce at
Commonwealth level and; demonstrate the benefits of procurement reform through innovative spatial projects.
The following changes were proposed:
■ Replace the term “reform” with “inform”, “ensure” or “leverage”
■ Remove the word “procurement” to focus on creating opportunities for collaboration between and 		

within sectors
■ Remove the private sector focus

Suggestions and alternatives proposed for the implementation of this initiative:
■ create opportunities for collaboration between and within sectors
■ change to something that reflects case-by-case support for more creative or flexible ways of 		

participating in the procurement chain
■ focus on reducing red tape as a lasting initiative not influenced by electoral cycles
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3. Refine mechanisms to improve national collaboration between government,
the private sector and academia
Broadly supported by some participants stating the need to agree on roles and interests amongst all
parties, although considered inward-looking by some stakeholders.
The following changes were proposed:
■ Add “between and within…” to ensure accountability in collaboration, and more mature attitudes to
overcome the current silo mentality
■ Remove “Refine mechanisms to” to provide more focus
■ Remove “national” and add “as well as the public”, to include the community as a stakeholder
The need to define Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and motivations to foster for collaboration was
clearly agreed to.

4. Develop substantially deeper location intelligence skills in education,
particularly in ICT-related disciplines
Suggestion that this Need be combined with Need 13. (Increase the pool of highly skilled domestic personnel),
which was considered to be the outcome or objective of the development of location skills. Agreement was
reached on the need to move beyond ICT and to cove STEM-related disciplines more broadly.
The following changes were proposed:
■ Remove “substantially deeper”
■ Include “knowledge” alongside skills
■ Remove the mention to ICT in favour of “all sectors” and “all levels of education”

Suggestions proposed for the implementation of this initiative:
■

Create ‘spatial apprentices and interns’ from non-spatial disciplines

5. Develop programs to foster private sector skills in entrepreneurship and
resilient and adaptive business models and processes
It was agreed that this needs to be expanded beyond the private sector, to cover other areas (e.g.
government) and where applicable to other sectors. Emphasis should be on leveraging existing programs
rather than creating new ones.
The following changes were proposed:
■ Change to “Develop pathways through existing programs to foster skills in entrepreneurship…”
■ Add “increase”, “grow”, and “develop”
■ Add “entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship”

Suggestions proposed for the implementation of this initiative:
■

Consider the NISA as an opportunity to demonstrate and showcase the capability of the sector
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6. Place greater emphasis on improving the access to, discovery and utilisation
of open spatial data
This Need was seen as an action that could be directly included in the Roadmap. The need to make it easy
for people to access and contribute to the provision of data was stated, including those stakeholders with
limited data understanding and knowledge. Agreement was reached on going beyond “open” data to other
types of data (e.g. government and private sector data).
The following changes and additions were suggested:
■ Remove “Place greater emphasis on improving the access to”
■ Add “Drive access to, discovery and utilisation of…” or “Improve access to…”
■ Add “Consistency of open data policy across the country”

Considerations for implementation of this initiative:
■ Recognise and address the roadblocks in the adoption of open standards, noting that people pay for

value not data

7. Create a coordinated innovation network to expand opportunities to create,
access or adopt innovation and to facilitate commercialisation
This Need was extensively discussed and supported. A varying range of opinions on what was actually
needed, emerged from the different forums, including:
■ Ecosystems or set of centres, rather than one centre or network, that bridge the gap from innovation

to business realisation, and include specific references to removing IP blockages
■ Shopfront that coordinates opportunities between industry and research and taps into innovation funding
■ Link to existing programs and invest in collaboration opportunities, rather than creating new avenues

8. Accelerate awareness and adoption of location-based solutions in priority
sectors: agriculture, transport, ICT, mining and health
The importance of understanding other sectors and its users, making it easier to engage with the spatial
sector was agreed. The discussion evolved around the need to identify and target priority growth sectors,
especially emerging industries.
Other proposed areas were:
■ Natural resources management, utilities and infrastructure management, retail, emergency services,

defence, local government, built environment and education
■ Emerging industries: robotics, autonomous vehicles, etc

The following sectors were proposed to be removed:
■ Mining: this was considered an established sector, although there was no consensus on this point
■ ICT: considered an established sector, although some participants favoured keeping this sector as it is

an enabler of activity in other sectors
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9. Actively participate in the creation and promotion of global standards
The views around this Need were diverse and consensus was not reached. Some participants asked for
the focus to be local rather than global, whereas others stated the need to concentrate on supporting the
uptake and accessibility to standards, rather than on the creation of new ones.
Some of the proposed changes to this need included:
■ Change to “Advocate and adopt global standards”, to focus on uptake and changing the culture
around standards
■Change to “Be part of the global discussion and innovative application of standards”
■ Add “open global standards”, to maximise the efforts on standardisation, be more in sync with the speed
of technology development and shift the trend of the technology sector being the driver for standards
■ Add “Standards development process reform” to ensure the development of responsive standards, 		
documenting current standards being used, and providing jurisdictional leadership/alignment
The idea of moving away from standards to rather increase our efforts in developing systems that work with
disparate types of data and standards was stated and generally supported (i.e. focus on process and domain
knowledge rather than standards, adapt the pace to that of technology without waiting for ratified standards).

10. Create alternative platforms for international collaboration across sectors
There was support for this Need to be removed. The argument was that focus should be on using existing
platforms (and networks) better, both local and international, taking full advantage of what already exists
and to be better organised in order to talk with a single voice in international contexts. This could be achieved
through Needs 3. Refine mechanisms to improve national collaboration between government, the private
sector and academia and 11. Foster foundational and end-user focussed R&D to drive economic growth
In any case, clarity around the existing platforms and mechanisms needs to be provided, indicating the value
that these bring to participants.
Suggestion for new Needs in this topic were:
■ “Create opportunities for collaboration across sectors and learn from other sectors that do this well”
■ “Open channels of integration between existing collaboration forums such as Open Street Map”
■ Better utilise existing international collaboration organisations such as UN-GGIM

11. Foster foundational and end-user focussed R&D to drive economic growth
Gathered feedback suggested that this Need should be split into two separate Needs:
■ Foundational R&D: looking at long-term benefit, and ensuring there are creators not just adopters, 		

looking at a new approach to long-term ongoing resourcing that deals with current timescale issues.
■ User-focussed R&D: that drives economic growth

The following changes were also proposed:
■

Replace “foster” with “fund”

■

Change “end-user” to “real world”

■ Change to “economic and social growth”, shift the focus from the economy to be more inclusive (triple

bottom line)
■ Change to “Build a mechanism to foster and gather end-user requirements to drive R&D”
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12. Refine the roles, goals, governance and coordination of spatial
organisations including government, industry, academia and the professions
This Need was seen as essential but challenging. Strong feedback was received about the need to:
■ “Clearly define” – rather than “refine” – roles, as a requirement to work better together
■ Have a single industry body with a strong advocacy voice
■ Reform the institutional ecosystem to better enable the future industry, moving away from the 		

current fragmented and discipline-based approach to an outcomes-based suite of organisations and
networks to support the industry
A suggested direct action to start this work could be to undertake a comprehensive review of the sector,
along the lines of the ACIL Tasman report which is now out of date.

13. Increase the pool of highly skilled domestic personnel
Discussion revolved around the need to broaden into new areas, rather than just increase current skills.
Proposed options to execute this need included training providers as potential entry points into the education
pipeline, as well as industry mentoring.

14. Fill in the information gap about the size, composition and impact of the
spatial services sector
Broaden this need to include information on the nature and stakeholders involved in the sector, as well as
having a component of solid understanding and communicating the value of the sector. The use of stories
and use cases was proposed as useful tools. This need was considered to be a precursor to Need 14.
Some of the proposed changes included:
■ Add “nature” of the sector
■ Change to “Understand and communicate the value of the location services sector”
■ Change to “Quantify and define the size, composition and impact…”
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Relationship with other strategies
The 2026Agenda is aligned with the National Innovation and Science Agenda (NISA).
In addition, it has strong linkages to:
■

■

the Australian Earth Observation Community Plan (2016) issued by the Australian Earth Observation 		
Community Coordination Group (AEOCCG),
the Future Growth of the Spatial Industries Position Paper (October 2016) issued by the Spatial Industries
Business Association (SIBA);

■ the Australian and New Zealand Land Information Council (ANZLIC) Strategic Plan 2016-2019

WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED
The national consultation involved dedicated one-to-one interviews with individuals from
the following organisations:
■ AAM

■ CRCSI

■ NGIS

■ Aerometrex

■ CSIRO

■ OGC

■ Agricultural Education Network

■ Data61

■ Omnilink

■ Department of Education Tasmania

■ Open Data Institute Queensland

■ Department of Premier and Cabinet

■ PM&C Public data

Tasmania
■ Airbus Australia
■ Alexander Symonds
■ Amristar
■ ANZLIC
■ AusNet Services
■ AustMine

Tasmania

■ Pollenizer

■ Engineers Australia

■ Proximiti

■ Ford

■ PSMA

■ Freeth Computing Consultants

■ RapidMap

■ Geography Teachers Association of

■ Reeds Consulting

Victoria

■ RMIT

■ Geomatic Technology

■ Rupells Griffon

■ Geoplex

■ Saber Astronautics

■ Geoscience Australia

■ Samsung

■ GHD

■ ScotiaBank

■ GIS People

■ Spookfish

■ GoGet

■ SPUR

■ Google

■ SSSI

■ Greenleaf

■ The Australian Ballet

■ HERE

■ Transen

■ IAG

■ Trimble Navigation

■ Insight GIS

■ University of Queensland

■ Institute Surveyors Victoria

■ University of Technology Sydney

■ ITS Australia

■ Urban Circus

■ Australian National University

■ Landgate

■ WBP Property

■ Business Aspect

■ LUTI Consulting

■ we-do-IT

■ Business Foundations

■ Meat and Livestock Australia

■ Western Australia Department of

■ CERES Tag

■ Minerals Research Institute

■ Charter Keck Cramer

■ Murdoch Children’s R&D Institute

■ World Bank

■ City Futures UNSW

■ NAB

■ Yarra Valley Water

■ City of Melbourne

■ NBN Co

■ Australia Post Accelerator
■ Australian Bureau of Meteorology
■ Australian Cyber Security Research

Institute
■ Australian Earth Observation

Community Coordinating Group
■ Australian Information Industry

Association
■ Australian Institute of Health and

Welfare
■ Australian Local Government

Association

Health
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Appendix B: Acronyms
A
AEOCCG: Australian Earth Observation Community Coordination Group · 3
AGDC: Australian Geoscience Data Cube(s) · 10
AIIA: Australian Information Industry Association · 16
ALSIP: Australian Livestock Spatial Innovation Program · 22
ANZLIC: ANZLIC The Spatial Information Council · 3

C
CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate · 5
CRCSI: CRC for Spatial Information · 3
CSIRO: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation · 3

D
DEA: Digital Earth Australia · 28
DEM: Digital Elevation Model · 29

E
EFIC: Australian Export Credit Agency · 31

F
FSDF: Foundational Spatial Data Framework · 10
FTE: Full Time Equivalent · 28

G
GDP: Gross Domestic Product · 19
GIS: Geographic Information System · 29
GITA: Geospatial Information and Technology Association · 33
GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite Systems · 7
GTA: Geography Teachers Association of Australia · 37

I
CT: Information and Communications Technology · 8
IoT: Internet of Things · 5
IP: Intellectual Property · 37

K
K1-12: From Kinder to Year 12 Education · 12
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L
LiDAR: Light Detection and Ranging · 29

M
METS: Mining Equipment, Technology and Services · 19

N
NASA: US National Aeronautics and Space Administration · 24
NBN: National Broadband Network · 5
NCI: National Computing Infrastructure · 29
NISA: National Innovation and Science Agenda · 3
NPI: National Positioning Infrastructure · 10
NSAC: National Spatial Analytics Capability · 10
NSDI: Nation-wide Spatial Data Infrastructure · 10
NZ: New Zealand · 22

O
OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development · 30

P
PSMA: PSMA Australia Limited · 28

R
R&D: Research and Development · 8

S
SDI: Spatial Data Infrastructures · 28
SIBA: Spatial Industries Business Association · 3
SSSI: Surveying and Spatial Sciencies Institute · 11
STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics · 11

T
TAFE: Technical and Further Education · 11

U
UNSW: University of New South Wales · 23
USA: United States of America · 22
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